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I. Case Overview and Expert Qualifications

1. This report was written at the request of the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and addresses the Success By Health (SBH) business opportunity.

2. My name is Dr. Stacie A. Bosley. I have a doctoral degree in Applied Economics from the University of Minnesota. In my capacity as an associate professor of economics at Hamline University, I research multi-level marketing, direct selling and pyramid schemes. I published a 2015 paper in the *Journal of Public Policy and Marketing* that addresses the intersection of multi-level marketing and pyramid scheme activity through a case study of Fortune Hi Tech Marketing, which was subject to an FTC enforcement action. I also published a 2018 paper in the *Journal of Financial Crime* that analyzes county-level risk factors associated with pyramid scheme victimization. Most recently, I published a 2019 article in the *Journal of Behavioral and Experimental Economics* that explores pyramid scheme vulnerability using an economic experiment and another article that explores information disclosure and consumer earnings expectations in multi-level marketing, forthcoming in *Economic Inquiry*. I have also presented research on these topics at numerous economics conferences around the country, including the 2019 Midwest Federal Trade Commission Common Ground Conference and the 2018 Federal Trade Commission Consumer Protection Economics Symposium.

3. Beyond formal academic research, I was invited to create a TED-Ed lesson on pyramid scheme fraud and often respond to media questions related to pyramid schemes, multi-level marketing and broader issues in consumer financial fraud.


---


5. My university teaching focuses on microeconomics, quantitative analysis, managerial economics and behavioral economics. Each of these areas is relevant to the analysis presented in this report. Microeconomics is the study of individual decision-making and responses to incentives. Behavioral economics examines decision-making with a special focus on cognitive biases and errors in judgment. Quantitative analysis provides a background in analytical approaches to understanding data and patterns. Lastly, managerial economics studies decision-making inside businesses and organizations. An understanding of the actions of the firm (e.g., in setting compensation policies and procedures) and the actions of the individual (e.g., in joining and participating in a business opportunity) are highly relevant to the analysis that follows. A true and correct copy of my curriculum vitae, which includes a list of all publications that I have authored in the last ten years, is attached as Appendix A.

6. I am being compensated by the FTC at the rate of $200 per hour. My compensation in no way depends on the outcome of the case.

II. Purpose and Materials

7. The purpose of this report is to analyze the SBH marketing program to determine whether SBH is operating as a pyramid scheme and whether the company and its representatives are making misleading representations to consumers. The Sections that follow set forth my analysis and include: a statement of the conceptual framework I apply, including legal assumptions provided to me by Federal Trade Commission staff; an overview of the SBH marketing program and summary of report findings; a review of the company's incentive structure; a discussion of Affiliate training; a review of income and lifestyle representations; an analysis of “safeguards” to protect consumers; a discussion of available operational data; and overall conclusions.

8. As this report represents an assessment of available materials, the opinions herein are based upon materials made available by FTC staff as well as materials available to the public (e.g., YouTube videos and the company’s website content). A complete listing of reviewed materials is provided in Appendix B. These materials include documents and audio-visual files available to SBH Affiliates, including the firm's Commission Plan, as well as training and marketing materials. I have also reviewed consumer and Affiliate transaction data, provided by FTC staff.

III. Conceptual Framework

9. For purposes of my analysis of the SBH marketing program, I will apply two related descriptions of a pyramid scheme: one being a general economic characterization and the

Commission’s Rule Concerning Cooling-Off Period for Sales Made at Homes or at Certain Other Locations, Project Number P087109.
other, a definition borne of relevant court findings related to multilevel marketing programs known as the *Koscot* test.\(^7\)

10. From an economic perspective, a pyramid scheme exists when a compensation structure is designed to create a perpetual recruitment chain that dooms the vast majority of participants to financial loss. It requires ongoing recruitment as new entrants must recruit others in order to cover their own personal investment. When a new participant recruits others, all individuals who join become part of her “downline,” while those above her are considered her “upline.” Downline activity (recruitment and associated payments/purchases) is needed in order to cover participation costs and potentially achieve advertised earnings. While the Compensation Plan details may vary, the essence of the system is that earnings are dependent on the ongoing ability to recruit others into the same system. By design, this creates a system where the vast majority of participants cannot recoup their personal investment. As long as recruitment continues, membership grows at an exponential rate. At any moment in time, the most recent entrants make up the vast majority of membership. This majority is the very group that is in a position of financial loss, as they have not acquired the downline recruits necessary to offset personal investments. By nature of the structure itself, a pyramid scheme is a money-transfer scheme that siphons money from later entrants to compensate earlier entrants, delivering easily foreseen losses (from a structural perspective) to the vast majority of participants.

11. It should be noted that the outcomes of exponential growth and widespread losses, articulated above, are expected at any point in time and do not require that the firm has reached market saturation. As demonstrated in Appendix C and below, in the context of SBH’s *Compensation Plan* analysis, the percentage of participants in the lowest levels of the organization will constitute the majority of participants at any moment the scheme is analyzed. The analysis will show that loss rates are not accidental and can be anticipated given the recruitment incentives inherent in the *Compensation Plan*. As the promised rewards are realized only if successful recruitment continues indefinitely, positive earnings suggestions are inherently deceptive and cannot be fulfilled for the overwhelming majority of participants. The absolute number of people who will ultimately be harmed (left with loss positions) grows exponentially as the organization expands. Many participants will exit when recruitment becomes more difficult. New recruits then take the place of the recent dropouts, creating a churning base. Most in the churning base will lose money while a few advance to higher levels of the organization. The vast majority of overall participants are not expected to earn enough to cover their personal investment.

12. While pyramid schemes can take a relatively simple form (e.g., gifting scheme or chain email/letter solicitation), they can also be embedded within a business opportunity that offers a product or service for sale. My understanding is that courts use the *Koscot* test (1975) to address this type of business structure. The *Koscot* analysis assumes a direct

---

selling context where participants make payments that entitle them to earn based on subsequent sales and recruitment, either direct (sales or recruitment by the participant him/herself) or indirect (sales or recruitment by those in his/her downline). Such structures are commonly known as network marketing or multilevel marketing (MLM) programs. The Koscot analysis applies the general economic characterization of a pyramid scheme to a specific context - that of multilevel marketing - and is used by the courts to distinguish between legal multilevel marketing programs and pyramid schemes. The Koscot test states that a pyramid scheme, organized and promoted as an MLM, is characterized by the payment by participants of money to the company in return for which they receive (1) the right to sell a product and (2) the right to receive in return for recruiting other participants into the program rewards which are unrelated to sale of the product to ultimate users.

13. My understanding is that the Koscot test, which was adopted by the FTC in 1975, has been affirmed in multiple Federal court opinions including Omnitrition (1998), Gold (1999) and BurnLounge (2014). I am not an attorney and this report does not purport to contain a detailed discussion of the legal issues surrounding pyramid schemes. To the extent that this report depends upon legal analysis, I rely upon the determination of the applicable law provided to me by FTC staff. In addition to the Koscot test, I have been asked to apply two principles from the 9th Circuit’s decision in BurnLounge that are relevant to the second prong of the Koscot test. The first principle is that program participants may only be considered “ultimate users” of the program’s products if the participants purchase the products for personal consumption based on consumer demand, not primarily for the purpose of participating fully in the rewards under the Compensation Plan for the business opportunity. The second principle is that, in order for the second prong of the Koscot test to be satisfied, it is not necessary for compensation to be completely unrelated to sales to ultimate users. Stated another way, the existence of some sales to ultimate users for purposes of consumption does not prevent a plan from being an illegal pyramid structure.

14. I have also been asked to consider the additional limits on a marketing scheme operated by Mr. Noland as set out in a prior Order against him (2002-07-02 FTC Final Judgment and Order for PI as to JD Noland). In relevant part, the Order prohibits Mr. Noland from “making or assisting in the making of” false or misleading income claims, discussed further in Section VII. The Order further bars Mr. Noland from engaging in an MLM that pays “rewards which are unrelated to the sale of products and services to ultimate users” where rewards are “unrelated to the sale of products and services to ultimate users if rewards are not based primarily on revenue from retail sales.” Furthermore, the Order states that retail sales “does not include sales made by participants in a multi-level program to other participants or recruits or to such a participant’s own account” and that ultimate users are “purchasers of retail sales.”
IV. Marketing Program Overview and Summary of Findings

IV.1 Overview of the SBH Marketing Program

15. SBH offers coffee, tea and supplements through a multi-level marketing distribution structure. Figure 1 shows the array of products offered by SBH. Individuals can participate in SBH as a customer or as an Affiliate (i.e., as a product distributor). Customers can purchase product in one of three ways: buy directly from an Affiliate; purchase through the Affiliates’ SBH-provided website; or purchase through the company’s own website. If a customer purchases product directly from an SBH Affiliate, the Affiliate sets the price and personally provides the product from their own inventory. If a customer purchases from the Affiliate’s website or the main SBH website, SBH ships the product directly to the customer. When buying online, the customer purchases the products at the same price as an Affiliate (i.e., “wholesale price”) but the customer is not eligible to earn commissions, bonuses or other rewards (e.g., trips). To have access to such rewards, an individual can sign up as an Affiliate and earn said rewards as prescribed by the SBH Commission Plan.

16. The SBH website states that the SBH Affiliate will earn money by referring consumers to SBH products (https://successbyhealth.com/?u=successbyhealth):

“Make Money Referring Our Products & Services

Through our powerful affiliate program, we allow everyone the opportunity to profit from our company's products and success. The Success By Health (SBH) Affiliate Program is simple to join and requires no monthly product purchases to earn commissions. Simply refer our products and services to others and earn!”

---

8 Though SBH Founder and CEO Jay Noland sometimes rejects the “MLM” term and prefers to refer to the SBH commission system as “affiliate marketing” (2017-10-31 Lets Talk Coffee w Jay Noland (Private Video Released)), the structure matches a conventional multi-level marketing (MLM) structure with the potential for rewards from personal purchases, personal sales, and the sales and purchases of downline recruits.

9 A recent video (SBH Power2 and VOZ Travel Training) suggests that SBH is also adding travel services to its line of offerings. Travel products will not be addressed in this report as they are not yet fully integrated into the SBH Commission Plan and the video content mirrors the incentive structure and training discussed in this report.
17. The company's flagship product is a proprietary brand of coffee. The SBH Business Overview connects the ubiquitous demand for coffee around the world with the financial rewards available to SBH Affiliates (Business Overview | Success By Health). As shown in Figures 2 and 3, SBH claims to be positioned to capture market share by “transferring” demand from substitute products to SBH, creating a “base of consumers for life.” Marketing materials suggest that one percent of the global coffee market would generate a projected $24 billion in revenue. As stated in Figure 3: “With Success By Health doing $24 billion in annual sales, that means up to $12 Billion is being paid in commissions to our affiliates...per year!” Mr. Noland argues that “if we mess it up″ and only get one-half, one-quarter, or one-eighth of one percent, SBH would still be a multibillion-dollar company, paying out billions of dollars in commissions to its Affiliates (2017-10-31 Lets Talk Coffee w Jay Noland (Private Video Released)). As shown in Figure 4 and discussed in company videos (e.g., 2019-02-08 SBH Common Sense Business), SBH argues it has “four key points” of differentiation: taste, health, price, and financial rewards.

10 These calculations – moving from seven billion people, to four billion coffee drinkers, to one percent of the market and a projected $24 billion and $12 billion in revenue and commissions, respectively – are a common element of the SBH promotion materials. Similar arguments can be found in numerous sources, including the following: 2017-10-31 Lets Talk Coffee w Jay Noland (Private Video Released), 2018-06-04 SBH Money Talk – Financial Freedom with SBH, 2019-02-08 SBH Common Sense Business, and 2019-01-28 6a_SBHProspectingSystemCoffee. Of note, SBH states in a written document that the coffee market is a “$100+ BILLION a year industry.” 2019-08-04 SBH Business Overview. One percent of that would be $1 billion.
Figure 2. Connection between Coffee and Financial Health (Image from Business Overview | Success By Health)

Figure 3. Capturing “1%” (Image from Business Overview | Success By Health)
18. SBH is promoted as a pathway to entrepreneurial revenue and as an answer to the challenges of the modern economy. In a promotional video (2017-10-30 SBH Plan B), the narrator steps through the risks of the labor market, traditional investments, and small business ventures arguing that SBH is the best “Plan B” option available. Quotes (below) and images (in Figures 5 and 6) summarize the argument.

“Unemployment is a constant threat. Companies are downsizing. The stock market is unstable. Experts say it is going to get a lot worse before it gets better.”

“Most families only have resources to cover one month’s worth of expenses if you only rely on one source of income, say your job.”

“You could suffer. Your family could suffer. Your kids could suffer. Your job is not a guarantee. If you work for someone else, you have no control. How secure could you possibly be? So then, what are your options?”

The narrator continues: you could pick up a second job, “but you probably won’t make enough money to pay taxes, additional childcare, extra gas in your car, and who really wants two bosses?” You could invest in a 401K plan, but “remember that money is in the stock market, need I say more?” You could start your own business, but you would “need piles of upfront money” and “85% of new businesses fail within one year.” While a franchise “has a proven system,” “who has an extra million dollars laying around to buy one?”

19. In contrast to these traditional approaches to income and wealth generation, SBH is described as a “home-based business with a proven system and a low start-up cost.” SBH is said to be lucrative and open to anyone, regardless of past experience.

“Imagine taking back control, being in control of your time, cash flow, and quality of life. You know, those people that take vacations any time of the year. Those people playing
golf at one o’clock in the afternoon in the middle of the week. Those people driving the finest cars, living in the nicest neighborhoods, chances are they own their own business and they own their life. The good news is, you can too.”

[SBH is] “a company where you can have little or no business experience or expertise. A company where you can work part time or full time. A company where you can work from the comforts of your own home. A company where you have an opportunity to make some real money. You have control to make what you’re worth. Success by Health can change everything. The car you drive. The home you live in. The vacations you take. The control of your life.”

“Be a part of a recession-proof market.”

“Success By Health can be your PLAN B. You can either be in fear of these unstable times or you can have control. It’s up to you.”

20. SBH is said to embody the wisdom of the wealthy, who “do not trade time for money” but “use other people’s time” and “other people’s money” to generate “residual income” (Business Overview | Success By Health). Residual income is described as “passive income” that is paid to the Affiliate “whether or not they are ‘working’” (Business Overview | Success By Health), where this income stream is said to be generated by the ongoing demand for coffee or other SBH products. As stated in the SBH Plan B video (2017-10-30 SBH Plan B): “Residual income is money that comes in over and over again, even if you don’t work, and we can show you how to make it.”

21. To start on the path to earning income with SBH, the first step is to sign on as an Affiliate and consider the enrollment pack options, shown in Figure 7. The new Affiliate can pay a $49 fee or purchase a product pack for $125 (Product Starter Pack), $500 (Accelerator Pack) or $1,995 (Super Accelerator Pack). As discussed further in Section VI, Affiliates are encouraged to buy the highest priced enrollment pack if they are seeking maximum rewards from the business opportunity. The size of the enrollment pack is said to be connected to one of the recruit’s three self-determined “types” and desired outcome. As shown in Figure 8, the recruit is told they can choose among (1) earning supplemental income, (2) earning replacement income (i.e., income that would replace an existing job), or (3) obtaining “financial freedom.”


“The financial opportunity here with Success By Health is second to none. We provide a platform that’s available for everybody. So whether you want to supplement your income to be able to pick one or two of your bills to get that paid from your Success By Health business, or if you want to replace your income. We know there are people that they really would love to come away from the job. They just need to be able to have the tools and resources to do so. We can help you with that. Or, if you’d like to achieve financial freedom, meaning you would like to be able to own your life from here on out in just a handful of years, to be able to have complete control financially, to be free. We want to provide that opportunity here with Success By Health for whatever your financial goals are.”
Figure 5. The Problems with SBH Alternatives (Images from 2017-10-30 SBH Plan B)
Figure 6. SBH as the Superior Plan B Option (Images from 2017-10-30 SBH Plan B)
Figure 7. How to Get Started (Images from Business Overview | Success By Health)

Figure 8. Types of People (Image from Business Overview | Success By Health)
23. As depicted in Figure 9, the enrollment pack purchase is described as the first of four steps for the new SBH Affiliate. The second step is to become a “product of the product” through personal purchase and use of SBH products. As described in Section VI, this often translates to instructions to establish a personal auto-order that will continue on a monthly basis until the Affiliate initiates cancellation. While the Affiliate is technically not required to purchase product or establish an auto-order, sections V and VI describe the incentives and training that direct the Affiliate to purchase product on a month-to-month basis. The third and fourth steps are to build a team of downline Affiliates and follow SBH training, learning to train for “duplication.” In this context, duplication refers to the ability to bring in new recruits and train them to repeat one’s own actions, thereby building a downline organization that adheres to the “Four Steps to Success.” As explained in the SBH Fast Start System (2019-01-24 SBH_FastStartSystem_v20190115):

“The key to long term success is DUPLICATION. Duplication comes from putting together simple steps that can be followed and repeated by a large group of people.”

Figure 9. Four Steps to Success in SBH (Image from Business Overview | Success By Health)

24. To support duplication, SBH provides training materials for the new Affiliate, including the SBH Fast Start System (2019-01-24 SBH_FastStartSystem_v20190115). The Fast Start System provides documents, audio links and videos that include step-by-step instructions for promoting the SBH products and business opportunity. These materials include retail and prospecting scripts, which direct the new Affiliate to use specific, SBH-created language. The Fast Start System also includes messaging to promote recurring Affiliate purchases (2019-01-28_2_PowerOfAnAutoOrderProgram) and advice for establishing a one-year commitment with newly recruited Affiliates (1 Year Commitment Form). Affiliates
are instructed to use these SBH-provided materials and train their recruits to do the same. I will discuss training materials in detail in Section VI.

25. Affiliate compensation is determined by the SBH Commission Plan, which includes six compensation types (or “Phases”). A new version of the pay plan – Commission Plan 2.0 – was introduced on August 1, 2019. This new version maintains the original compensation types and adds six additional sources of income. I discuss both versions of the Commission Plan in detail in Section V. The first source of compensation – retail profit – is contingent on customer demand for SBH products and the mode of purchase. The company’s retail profit projections (e.g., $54,000 per year from 100 monthly customers) assume that customers will buy directly from an Affiliate and be willing to pay a price that exceeds the Affiliate’s purchase cost, even though customers can pay the same price as the Affiliate by purchasing through the Affiliate’s website or the company’s website. While an Affiliate can earn a small commission on the customer purchases made through his/her website (discussed further in Section V), Affiliates are encouraged to help the customer earn “free” products by converting them from customer to Affiliate status (discussed in Section VI). Furthermore, if a retail customer purchases product directly from the SBH website, the Affiliate – who may have introduced the customer to SBH products – receives no compensation from the transaction. Beyond retail, the remaining sources of compensation are based on the accumulation of purchase volume, largely generated through the recruitment of new Affiliates who purchase product and similarly recruit additional participants.

26. Recruitment is central to the SBH system and income projections. In a live presentation to SBH Affiliates and prospective recruits, Jay Noland explains the financial benefits he has derived from recruiting (2019-04-15 SBH Live Group Presentation with CEO Jay Noland):

“Over two million people are part of my team, and every time they do something, I make some money. Now how many of you all would like to have two million people pitching in on your car payment? Who would like to have over two million people pitching in on your mortgage? How many of you think you wouldn’t have a mortgage? How many of you think you wouldn’t have a car payment? What if all I did during the course of the year was just made one dollar off of the efforts of two million people, what would that pay me?”

27. The “Power of Ten” is the most frequent articulation of the recruitment imperative.11 According to the Power of Ten, new Affiliates are told they will accumulate SBH commissions and bonuses when they purchase an enrollment pack, establish an auto-order, recruit 10 additional Affiliates, and train those Affiliates to repeat that process. Again, these steps are not required to earn compensation, but Affiliates are trained to follow these steps to maximize returns from the SBH Commission Plan (discussed further in Section V).

---

11 The Power of Ten is discussed frequently, in videos (including 2017-10-31 Lets Talk Coffee w Jay Noland (Private Video Released), 2019-04-15 SBH Live Group Presentation with CEO Jay Noland, 2018-06-04 SBH Money Talk - Financial Freedom with SBH, and 2017-11-07 SBH Commission Plan), in documents (such as Business Overview | Success By Health and 2019-01-28 9_SBHGroupPresentationScriptCTM) and on the company website (https://successbyhealth.com/affiliate-details/?u=sucessbyhealth). I will address this again in Section V.
Sections V and VI). This behavior is said to build a 10-by-10 structure where the Affiliate's 10 recruits each bring in 10 (100 new Affiliates), who each bring in 10 (1,000 new Affiliates), who each bring in 10, and so on. As Mr. Noland explains to recruits (2019-04-15 SBH Live Group Presentation with CEO Jay Noland): “All you got to do is find ten other people who want to do the same. Now we get into residual income.” If executed properly, this process is said to turn the new Affiliate into a “coffee millionaire” (2017-11-07 SBH Commission Plan).

28. SBH Affiliates can earn compensation exclusively through recruitment and internal purchases, without any verified retail sales to ultimate users. SBH repeatedly highlights high-income scenarios that are based exclusively on ongoing recruitment and internal monthly purchases. As with enrollment packs, month-to-month Affiliate purchases trigger compensation even if those products are never sold to a single ultimate user.12

29. Beyond the compensation available through the Commission Plan, SBH advertises luxury trips as a reward for successful engagement with the firm. To qualify for these trips and earn maximum benefits from the compensation structure, the company encourages Affiliates to attend SBH seminars and events. The SBH Fast Start System describes the importance of paying to attend training events (2019-01-24 SBH_FastStartSystem_v20190115):

“A next key step into growing your business is major training events. The fastest way, again, this is the fastest way to build large, long-term momentum with your team is to take as many people as possible on your team to our major training events.”

“If you’re looking to replace your income or financial freedom, when we’re done, when you’re done listening to this recording, it would be good to stop and then go get registered right now before moving on.”

Training-related expenses include event tickets, travel, accommodations, and foregone income. Sections VI includes further discussion of Affiliate expenses.

30. While there is limited discussion of SBH Affiliate expenses (i.e., the size of the enrollment pack as an initial investment), income and lifestyle claims are integrated into nearly all of the reviewed SBH promotion, training and compensation-related materials. Claims include specific income projections (e.g., the specific steps to become a “coffee millionaire”) and general representations of financial freedom, time freedom, and lifestyle rewards. SBH illustrations project income of over $5 million in bonuses and over $1 million per year, or even per month, in commissions for proper execution of the Power of Ten strategy (see Section V and VI, infra). Disclaimers sometimes accompany representations, where disclaimer language typically states that there is no guarantee of any particular income level and that individual results may vary significantly. While income and lifestyle claims will be embedded in the Commission Plan and Affiliate training discussion (Sections V and VI), Section VII will specifically address SBH income representations and disclaimers.

12 Recall that an Affiliate purchase is not considered an ultimate user purchase unless that purchase is independent of the individual’s pursuit of rewards in the business opportunity (i.e., the purchase is not motivated by their desire to earn rewards through the compensation structure).
I will contrast SBH claims with the realities of the SBH compensation structure and available information on Affiliate outcomes, drawn from SBH transaction data.

31. SBH’s materials contain what appear to be attempts at “safeguards” that might limit risk to consumers. I discuss these in Section VIII. The Terms of Use document, for example, includes a statement on not making income claims, but there is no indication that this policy is effective or enforced as company materials and SBH leaders themselves contradict the policy in publicly available materials. There are no explicit policies or procedures that would serve to limit risk to consumers.

IV.2 Summary of Findings

32. I find that SBH focuses its training, advancement, and earnings on the recruitment of new SBH Affiliates and the purchases made by those Affiliates. Recruitment-centered training and incentives dwarf those associated with retail to ultimate users. When SBH does address retail, it does so with retail profit projections that are built on erroneous or unsupported statements. Projections assume that customers will be continually willing to pay a price that exceeds the Affiliate’s purchase cost, ignoring the fact that non-Affiliate customers can access the lower wholesale price (i.e., the same price paid by Affiliates) through the Affiliate’s website or the SBH website. Recruitment incentives and training undermine retail activity, as Affiliates seek to convert customers into SBH Affiliates.

33. I find that SBH’s compensation scheme directly rewards recruiting. SBH Affiliates can earn compensation exclusively through recruitment and internal purchases without any verified retail sales to ultimate users. Enrollment pack bonuses are one example of the disconnect between Affiliate compensation and product sales, as the Affiliate earns immediate commission from the purchase of an enrollment pack whether the products in the pack are ever sold to customers or not. While it is commonly understood that an MLM firm cannot make a direct payment for recruitment of a new distributor, firms sometimes use enrollment pack bonuses to indirectly pay for such recruitment. In this way, the SBH enrollment pack bonus serves as a thinly veiled recruitment reward. Affiliates are trained and encouraged to buy and recruit and to train others to do the same, and the SBH compensation system will theoretically pay millions of dollars in rewards without a single dollar of product sold. SBH does not even have the pretense of a policy or procedure that would require a minimum level of retail sales.

34. I find that SBH is promoted as a legitimate business opportunity but is, in practice, an endless chain offer. In the chain, products are purchased merely as a way to participate in the pyramid scheme payoff structure. Relative to other pyramid schemes I have reviewed, SBH’s marketing program is particularly egregious. MLM firms have been alleged to have unlawful compensation structures when they employed a 2-by-2 or 3-by-3 structure, as in FTC v. Vemma Nutrition Company, Case 2:15-cv-01578-JJT, and FTC v. AdvoCare International, Case 4:19-cv-00715. In contrast, SBH’s 10-by-10 structure is especially aggressive and deceptive given that so few will find enough recruits to move out of a loss position. Positive profit relies on the ongoing ability to recruit individuals into the system but the recruitment targets ($10 + 10^2 + 10^3$ and so on) will be unattainable for the overwhelming majority of participants. For example, one advertised bonus – said to be
attainable by any Affiliate who adheres to the system – would require the recruitment of 111,110 (10 + 100 + 1,000 + 10,000 + 100,000) total downline Affiliates for each person who earns the bonus. Such a structure is expected to generate losses for a minimum of 90 percent of participants, and the loss rate may be as high as 99 percent (see Section V and Appendix C).

35. As the SBH compensation structure necessarily creates a pyramid scheme, income representations associated with this structure are inherently deceptive. That said, SBH employs income claims that create additional risk of harm, as consumers who rely upon these claims may be willing to make significant investments in pursuit of advertised earnings. SBH materials and representatives present testimonials and income projections that do not properly reflect potential profit or the likelihood of profit. SBH claims that those who adequately demonstrate belief, commitment and adherence to the “proven” system will achieve the projected outcomes, independent of market conditions, timing of entry, or the number of other SBH Affiliates. Disclaimers cannot adequately counteract the misleading nature of SBH misrepresentations. In stark contrast to the firm’s claims and representations, SBH transaction data show that at least 94% of SBH purchases (in dollars) are made by SBH Affiliates and that over 98% of Affiliates pay in more to SBH than they receive back in commissions, leaving the overwhelming majority in a loss position (see Section VII.2, infra, for more discussion of SBH transaction data and Affiliate outcomes).

36. While MLM programs often include “safeguard” policies¹³ that might curb potential harm by ensuring a minimum amount of genuine retail activity, I find that SBH’s policies represent the antithesis of safeguards. For example, SBH prohibits refunds which would allow an Affiliate to sell back unsold product and instead articulates penalties an Affiliate would face if they attempt to return products. The Founders program, addressed in Section V, raises additional concerns regarding the explicit connection between recruitment, personal purchases and compensation within SBH. The Founders program is yet another example of disregard for safeguards that might, in theory, ensure some minimal level of retail sales.

37. I find that the SBH compensation structure incentivizes recruitment of new Affiliates and Affiliate purchases above sales to ultimate users and that projections – of the number of retail customers and the number of new Affiliates – are unfounded and deceptive. Having reviewed the newest version of the SBH Commission Plan and a 2019 SBH video which introduces additional incentives (SBH Power2 and VOZ Travel Training), my findings and conclusions are unchanged. SBH Commission Plan 2.0 continues to incentivize recruitment of new Affiliates and internal purchases above all else. Affiliates are explicitly paid for recruiting new Affiliates, and those payments are not contingent, in any way, on bona fide retail sales. SBH continues to misrepresent likely earnings and has not established new policies or structures that might minimize the risk for consumer injury. The 2019 video (SBH Power2 and VOZ Travel Training) and relaunched Founder’s Program (discussed in Section V) demonstrate that the company is continuing to encourage and reward Affiliate

¹³ I am not commenting on whether typical safeguard policies are effective or enforced, but only on the contrast between SBH policies and those that are common in the MLM industry. Safeguard policies are discussed in detail in Section VIII.
recruitment and expenditures, where that activity is disconnected from genuine demand for SBH products.

38. It is clear from my review of SBH’s marketing, training, and incentive structure that SBH uses its deceptive and inflated income claims to drive recruiting, which is the hallmark of an illegal pyramid. The primary route to rewards is through recruitment of new Affiliates and pay-to-play purchases by new and existing Affiliates. Income and lifestyle representations are misleading and do not accurately depict realized or expected Affiliate profit or the likelihood of profit. Safeguard policies, as they currently exist, cannot sufficiently correct for the emphasis on recruitment and incentivized internal expenditures. In fact, SBH policies may exacerbate consumer harm.

39. The totality of evidence, outlined in detail in subsequent Sections, indicates that SBH is operating as a pyramid scheme according to both the general economic characterization of a pyramid scheme and the *Koscot* criteria discussed in paragraphs 10-13. It is important to note that this finding does not preclude the existence of some genuine retail sales in SBH but suggests that the intended mode of operation treats such sales as incidental, as a byproduct of Affiliate recruitment. Consumers are being lured into the SBH business opportunity with misleading income and lifestyle representations and, as Affiliates, they are trained to repeat those misrepresentations to prospects. If they ultimately join and follow the pay-and-recruit incentive and training structure, they are participating in an illegal recruitment chain that will leave the vast majority in a loss position.

40. Ultimately, the SBH marketing program and representations of that program mislead consumers into a pyramid scheme that will deliver losses to the vast majority of participants, by design. These losses are attributable to the structure and execution of the SBH program, rather than the actions or failure of individual participants.

V. Commission Plan Analysis

41. The SBH *Commission Plan* establishes the financial incentive structure for Affiliates. I have reviewed the *Commission Plan* and the more recent version, *Commission Plan 2.0*, introduced in August of 2019. I begin this Section with a discussion of the original SBH *Commission Plan*, which came into effect in the late summer or early fall of 2017, and address *Commission Plan 2.0* at the end of this Section. Figure 10 shows a compensation overview, based on the original SBH *Commission Plan*. The six forms of compensation in the *Commission Plan* are sometimes referred to as the “6 Phases.” Table 1 provides a summary of definitions and examples of each Phase. Figures 11-22 (*infra*) provide images that include descriptions and examples for each compensation Phase. I will discuss each in turn, referencing the images, Table 1, and related video content produced by SBH.

42. As depicted in Figure 10 and described in Table 1, the first way an SBH Affiliate can earn money is through retail sales, known as Phase 1. Profit can be earned through online or offline retail transactions, but Phase 1 only refers to the offline transactions. Recall that online transactions occur when a customer makes a purchase directly through an Affiliate’s SBH website (with the payment processed by, and product shipped directly from, SBH to the customer). Offline transactions occur when an Affiliate buys inventory from SBH and then resells that inventory, person-to-person, to a retail customer.
43. Founder and CEO Jay Noland walks the listener through the mechanics of the SBH Commission Plan in a pre-recorded video (2017-11-07 SBH Commission Plan) and begins with a discussion of retail profit. Mr. Noland begins by assuming that the Affiliate purchases a box of coffee for $20, sells it for $35, and sells three boxes of coffee per month to each customer. As in Figure 11, Mr. Noland then imagines the profit that would be earned from 100 customers who will make monthly purchases for a full year, generating $54,000 in income for the Affiliate. I will discuss these hypothetical income scenarios after introducing the “6 Phases” of the Commission Plan.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type (Phase)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Retail Sales</td>
<td>If an Affiliate purchases the product at “wholesale price” and resells that product to an offline retail customer for a higher price, the Affiliate earns the difference between the retail and wholesale price. An SBH example of retail profit is shown in Figure 11. The initial $45 estimate assumes an offline customer who purchased 3 boxes of coffee a month, where the Affiliate purchased each box for $20 and sold it for $35. The $45 is simply multiplied by 10, 20 and 100 customers per month, to arrive at a possible yearly retail profit of $54,000.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Auto-Order Bonuses</td>
<td>Product credit is earned based on auto-order volume, which includes the Affiliate’s personal volume, customer volume, and downline volume. 5% product credit is earned on personal auto-order purchases. $65 in product credit is earned if 5 direct Affiliates or customers are on a minimum of $60 monthly auto-order. With 10 such orders, the Affiliate earns $130 in product credit. As described in Figure 12, this bonus rewards the Affiliate “for being on auto-order” and for maintaining auto-order customers and downline Affiliates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Accelerator Bonuses</td>
<td>If an Affiliate recruits a new Affiliate who purchases a $500 Accelerator Pack, the recruiter earns $125. If that new Affiliate instead purchases a $1,995 Super Accelerator Pack, the recruiter earns $400 or $500 (changed over time). If the Affiliate brings in new Affiliates who collectively purchase at least 3 of these packs within the first 7 days of enrollment, the recruiter earns an additional $50 credit. As shown in Figure 13, Accelerator Bonuses are said to “put money in their pockets fast.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Tier Commissions</td>
<td>The Affiliate earns 10% on his/her personal orders and any customer orders made through their SBH Affiliate website. This is known as Tier 0 commissions. The Affiliate can also earn commissions on their downline “tiers,” as shown in the image on the right (image from <a href="https://successbyhealth.com/affiliate-details/?u=successbyhealth">https://successbyhealth.com/affiliate-details/?u=successbyhealth</a>). The lower tiers are associated with the following commission levels: Tier 1, 10%; Tier 2, 6%; Tier 3, 4%; Tier 4, 3%, and Tier 5, 2%. Eligibility for certain tiers depends on the size of the enrollment pack purchased or other qualifications, as described below. Overall Tier Commissions will depend on the number of downline Affiliates and the volume associated with each Affiliate, as shown in Figures 14-18. Tier Commissions are the form of income Mr. Noland refers to when he discusses the path to becoming a “coffee millionaire.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Generation Infinity Bonus</td>
<td>This bonus is paid to an Affiliate who advances to Super Business Affiliate (SBA) by reaching $15,000 in monthly purchase volume. This bonus pays 1% on downline purchase volume, down to the next qualified SBA. As the SBA continues to rank advance, this percentage can rise from 1% to 4%. As shown in Figure 19, this bonus is said to pay on “infinite generations through developing strong teams.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) $1M/$5M BAM Bonus</td>
<td>BAM bonuses range from $1,000 to $5 million and are based on the Power of Ten and minimum monthly purchases of $100 or $500 per Affiliate. Figures 20-22 show the number of downline Affiliates required to earn each bonus level. For example, an Affiliate earns the $1 million (or $5 million) BAM Bonus by recruiting $10^1 + 10^2 + 10^3 + 10^4 + 10^5 = 111,110 Affiliates who each have personal purchases of $100 (or auto-order purchases of $500) per month.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
44. In the 2017 compensation explanation video, Mr. Noland turns from retail profit to auto-order bonuses, known as Phase 2. Auto-order bonuses award product credit for monthly purchase commitments, as described in Table 1 (supra) and shown in Figure 12. According to Noland:

“If you set up an auto-order, that means an order that’s going to come out every single month, you pick the day when you want it to come out and it’s just going to automatically run. So you go pick the products you want, put in your credit card information, it will run and come right to your doorstep.”

“The auto-order program is so strong because of the fact that it’s going to give you the ability to earn every time you order and to also get free product, and also gives you the ability to get free shipping.”

This bonus is said to allow Affiliates to “get their money back from their own purchases,” though the bonus takes the form of product credit and does not provide the opportunity to receive cash or other direct payment. I address training related to auto-orders in Section VI, as SBH has specific materials dedicated to “the power of an auto-order.”
45. Mr. Noland then describes Phase 3, the Accelerator Bonus, which will “help you make some quick accelerator commissions fast” (2017-11-07 SBH Commission Plan). Mr. Noland explains the connection between an Affiliate’s personal enrollment pack purchase, their recruits’ enrollment pack purchases, and personal compensation:

“Let’s just say you started with the $500 Accelerator Pack, which we suggest you do if you want to really build a real solid business. You don’t have to. You can get started with SBH, by the way, this whole game, get started, the whole party gets started for just $49, your whole business gets started for $49. That’s it, and that’s an annual fee. But imagine this, if you step up to the plate and you start building a real home-based business 500 bucks, and you go out there and you personally refer three other people, and they’re doing 500 each, look what happens here.”

Mr. Noland explains that this generates $150*3 + $50 (product credit), for a total of $500 in rewards if done within first 7 days, so “now your money is back in your pocket.” Figure 13 shows similar rewards, with $125 and $500 in bonuses for the sale of an Accelerator and Super Accelerator Pack, respectively, and the potential for an additional $50 product credit.
Figure 13. Accelerator Bonuses (Image from Business Overview | Success By Health)

46. Mr. Noland then walks through the projected income that is paid through Tier Commissions (Phase 4), where Tier 0 includes the Affiliate and his/her personal customers, Tier 1 includes the Affiliate’s personal recruits and their customers, Tier 2 is the next level of recruits and their customers, and so on. Tier 0 volume pays 10% commission, and the percentages for Tiers 1-5 range from 10% to 2%, as described in Table 1 (supra). (These percentages decreased in Commission Plan 2.0, which I discuss below.) An Affiliate is only eligible to earn Tier Commissions from the bottom two tiers if they have purchased an enrollment pack (Accelerator or Super Accelerator) or if they have recruited at least two new Affiliates and achieved a minimum monthly volume threshold. Specifically, the Affiliate must accumulate $15,000 in team affiliate sales in one calendar month with no more than $7,500 in sales coming from any one team” (2019-01-28 12_SBH6PhaseCommissionPlan). As will be described in Section VI, Affiliates are often encouraged to purchase an Accelerator Pack to ensure that this qualification requirement is satisfied.

47. Tier Commissions are directly tied to the “Power of Ten,” as shown in Figure 14:

“The ‘Power of Ten’ Success Strategy is an example of how an Affiliate can fully leverage the potential of the Tier Commissions. Maximizing this approach happens through developing a team that duplicates the same steps to success.”

“Step 1” is to get “my 10” and “Step 2” is to teach “each new Team Member to do the same thing” and get “their 10.” As this continues, the “Power of 10 unfolds.”
48. Mr. Noland explains how Tier Commissions would generate monthly commission checks if the Affiliate recruits into a 10-by-10 structure (2017-11-07 SBH Commission Plan):

“Well, if you’ve got 10 doing 500 [in monthly product purchase volume] across the board, and then they teach these 10 to do 500, when you get right here to tier two, I’m going to give you a simple theoretical example. If these 10 are only doing 500 who teach these 10 to do 500, that’s going to pay you about $3,500 a month, just with a 10-by-10. If that just goes one more tier, if that just comes down to here, and everybody is just doing 500. These folks here are just doing 500, that’s going to jump you to over 20,000 plus dollars per month, while helping all of your front tier people make about $3,500 a month. And when that goes another tier, it just gets ridiculous. We start breaking coffee millionaires on this fourth tier in this example.”

These same commission numbers are shown in the “Accumulative Commission” column in Figure 16. Figure 15 shows Tier Commission numbers if the downline Affiliates each purchase $100 per month, rather than $500.

49. To explain Mr. Noland’s Tier Commission calculations, assume that an Affiliate recruits 10 new Affiliates who purchase $500 per month. This is $500*10 = $5,000 in Tier 1 volume, which generates $5,000*10% = $500 per month in Tier 1 Commissions. If these 10 Tier 1 Affiliates each bring in 10 new recruits who maintain the same purchase volume, this results in 100*$500=$50,000 in monthly product volume and $50,000*6% = $3,000 in Tier 2 Commissions. If we add the $500 in commissions from Tier 1, Tier Commissions now total $3,500 per month. If those 100 Tier 2 participants each recruit 10 new Affiliates who
also purchase $500 per month, this generates an additional 1,000*500*4% = $20,000 in Tier Commissions from Tier 3. If this 10-by-10 recruitment continues, Table 16 shows the potential for becoming a “coffee millionaire” when 10,000 downline Affiliates are recruited into Tier 4 (i.e., $173,500*12 months = $2,082,000) and the potential for over $1 million per month when 100,000 Affiliates are recruited into Tier 5.

Figure 15. Tier Commissions with $100 Monthly Purchase per Affiliate (Image from Business Overview | Success By Health)

Figure 16. Tier Commissions with $500 Monthly Purchase per Affiliate (Image from Business Overview | Success By Health)
50. Figures 17 and 18 provide another example of these Tier Commission projections, which rely on ongoing Affiliate recruitment into a 10-by-10 structure and corresponding Affiliate auto-orders. These projections are based exclusively on Affiliate purchases and are not dependent on the sale of product to bona fide ultimate users. One articulation of this fact is shown in Figure 18, which states: “This is an example of SBH Affiliates who each place just a $500 monthly order each.” The SBH Affiliate Commission Plan (2019-01-28 12_SBH6PhaseCommissionPlan) describes the income potential from Tier Commissions this way:

“Our 6-Tier Bonus program provides for UNLIMITED Income. You can make as much money as you want. There is NO LIMIT on the width of the affiliates you can refer to the program.”

Figure 17. 6-Tier Commissions with $100 Affiliate Monthly Orders (Image from 2018-05-05 SBH Business Overview B-2)

Figure 18. 6-Tier Commissions with $500 Affiliate Monthly Orders (Image from 2018-05-05 SBH Business Overview B-2)
The next phase of compensation in SBH is the Generation Infinity Bonus, or Phase 5. Eligibility for this bonus requires the Affiliate to rank advance to Super Business Affiliate by generating $15,000 in monthly volume, with no more than $7,500 from any one team (note this was one of the ways to qualify for full Tier Commissions). This requires the Affiliate to recruit at least two downline Affiliates to achieve this bonus. As shown in Figure 19, you earn this bonus through four downline “generations” of Super Business Affiliates. Since not all downline members will have achieved this rank, this bonus is said to have the potential to pay past five tiers, “potentially to infinity.”

Figure 19. Generation Infinity Bonus (Image from Business Overview | Success By Health)

The last of the six compensation phases in the original SBH Commission Plan is the BAM Bonus. This bonus, depicted in Figure 20, is also built on a combination of the Power of Ten and auto-order purchases made by Affiliates recruited into the 10-by-10 structure. These bonuses are said to reach a total $1,111,000 if the 10-by-10 structure builds to sufficient depth and each new Affiliate purchases $100 per month. If each new Affiliate purchases $500 per month, BAM Bonuses could be $5,555,000.

Mr. Noland discusses these bonuses in his Compensation Plan video (2017-11-07 SBH Commission Plan):

“It’s very simple. It goes back to that Power of Ten. That’s you, here’s your mission. Find one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, 10. Find two, 10 other Affiliates and here’s all you got to do, and every one of you can do this. If you can’t do this, there’s something going on, cause this is simple. You’ve got to find 10 who can all do at least $100 across the board. Every month, a $100 order.”
“Then these 10 help 10 do the same thing. So when you’ve got these 10, you’ve got 100 who are all just doing 100, what we’re going to do is pay you a BAM Bonus, extra on top of the compensation plan, $1,000. For a 10-by-10, just moving five boxes of coffee or $100. Are you ready, BAM! That just hit you, that quick. Now here’s the power of how to get to a million. How do we help people make a million dollars additional bonus? We just start focusing on the people that we’re first working with to help them get the $1,000 bonus. This is the whole driving force behind the plan. Help these 10 now get $1,000, so when we help these 10, their going to start working with each one of their 10 to do the same thing. They’re going to see you did it, they’re going to say ‘I can do it.’ So when those 10 get 10, they, these 10 are all going to get the 1,000, so they’re all going to get a $1,000 BAM Bonus, BAM. But then you, as soon as you help them get 10 to get 10, now that drops down to ... 1,000 Affiliates, here’s what you get, $10,000 BAM Bonus.”

Figure 20. BAM! Bonuses (Image from Business Overview | Success By Health)

54. Mr. Noland continues by focusing on the connection between additional downline recruitment, monthly Affiliate purchases, and the largest BAM Bonuses:

“Now, these people [the newest recruits], we’ve got to focus on getting them get the $1,000. When they get the $1,000 it’s going to push this thing down, right? And when they push it down they get the $1,000, you’re going to pick up a $100,000.”

“Now, we’re working with these people, right? And these people, what are we working with? To help them get the $1,000. So when we help that next tier get the $1,000, so these people right here, when they get the $1,000, guess what? Now they’re going to get the 1,000 but you’re all the way up here. These people picking up the 1,000, these people picking up the 10,000, these people here picking up the 100,000, and you’re picking up the what? One million dollars.”
“How did it happen? You just simply helping these 10 people sell five boxes of coffee, or order five boxes of coffee, and them doing the same thing. We take that down five tiers, that’s a $1,111,000 in BAM Bonuses. Now if that isn’t a serious commission plan, I don’t know what is.”

55. Figures 21 and 22 show similar representations of BAM Bonuses, referred to as “Retirement Bonuses.” As with the Accelerator Bonuses and Tier Commissions, BAM Bonuses are based on Affiliate recruitment and Affiliate purchases and are structurally independent of sales to retail customers. While Mr. Noland, at times, mentions selling the product, sales are not required to earn rewards and training instructions to “be a product of the product” compete with the limited incentive to devote time and energy to retail.

Figure 21. $1M BAM Bonus (Image from 2018-05-05 SBH Business Overview B-2)

Figure 22. $5M BAM Bonus (Image from 2018-05-05 SBH Business Overview B-2)
56. As Mr. Noland describes the six types of compensation (or 6 Phases), he draws images and numbers that match the discussion above. Figure 23 provides screenshots from this video (2017-11-07 SBH Commission Plan). Mr. Noland first discusses the potential for $54,000 in annual retail sales (top left image), then provides an example of covering one’s purchase of an Accelerator Pack through recruitment of three new Affiliates who also purchase an Accelerator Pack (top right image). He then proceeds to draw the 10-by-10 downline structure that would maximize the Tier Commissions and BAM Bonuses, assuming that each new Affiliate initiates a monthly order of at least $100.

Figure 23. Mr. Noland and the Six Phases (Images from 2017-11-07 SBH Commission Plan)
57. After Mr. Noland explains the six phases of the Commission Plan and describes the financial rewards that can be obtained through the system, he then invites the viewer to join SBH and strive for these rewards (2017-11-07 SBH Commission Plan):

“All I want to know is, are you coming with us? Are you ready to BAM this thing out? Are you ready to hit these Gen bonuses? Are you ready for this six-tier? Are you ready for accelerator, auto-order bonuses, and retail profit? Because somebody's going to get it, we want it to be you.”

I will directly address the income and lifestyle representations and assurances made in this video and other SBH materials in Section VII, but it is important to note that these income illustrations rely, almost exclusively, on the ongoing ability to recruit Affiliates who will make payments to SBH.

58. Table 2 shows recruitment and compensation that corresponds to Mr. Noland's description of the SBH system, which reflects the incentives in the SBH Commission Plan. I assume that each Affiliate purchases a $500 enrollment pack, maintains a $100 monthly order, recruits 10 additional Affiliates, and teaches those Affiliates to repeat those actions. This example maintains the assumption put forward by Mr. Noland and SBH: that each Affiliate is able to recruit 10 new Affiliates. As in the company's own illustrations, I focus on the primary forms of SBH income: downline Tier Commissions, Accelerator Pack Bonuses, and BAM Bonuses. I then add on retail sales in Table 3. To explain the calculations in Table 2, I provide the following examples:

Month 1: An individual joins SBH as an Affiliate – this person is referred to as the Tier 0 Affiliate. The Tier 0 Affiliate purchases an Accelerator Pack and begins a $100 monthly order in Month 2. At this time, the Tier 0 has no revenue to offset the $500 initial payment to SBH.

Month 2: The Tier 0 Affiliate has recruited 10 new Affiliates into Tier 1 who have each purchased a $500 Accelerator Pack (they will start their $100 monthly order in month 3). In month 2, the Tier 0 Affiliate earns $125*10 = $1,250 in Accelerator Pack bonuses. This $1,250 in income translates to $1,150 in net profit for the month. Combining this profit with the prior month expenditure of $500, the Tier 0 Affiliate would hypothetically have a positive cumulative net profit of $650.

Month 3: 100 new Affiliates are recruited into Tier 2 by the 10 Tier 1 Affiliates (who were Tier 0's direct recruits). Each Tier 2 recruit purchases a $500 enrollment pack, but the Tier 0 Affiliate, at least in the original Commission Plan, does not earn Accelerator Bonuses on those purchases. In month 3, there are now 10 individuals (not including the Tier 0 Affiliate) who are making a $100 monthly purchase. The Tier 0 Affiliate earns $100 in Tier Commissions based on the following calculation: [$100 in Tier 1 Commissions = 10%*$100*10 Affiliates]. In addition, the Tier 0 Affiliate earns a $1,000 BAM Bonus, for a total of $1,100 in revenue and $1,650 in cumulative net profit in this theoretical example.

---

14 Note that this scenario reflects Figure 13 (right side) for the Accelerator Bonus, Figures 15 and 17 for Tier Commissions, and Figure 20 (left side) and Figure 21 for BAM Bonuses. It also matches the scenario described by Jay Noland in the compensation explanation video (2017-11-07 SBH Commission Plan).
Month 6: 100,000 new Affiliates are recruited into Tier 5 by the 10,000 Tier 4 Affiliates. Each Tier 5 recruit purchases a $500 enrollment pack, but the Tier 0 Affiliate does not earn Accelerator Bonuses on those purchases. In month 6, there are now 11,110 individuals (not including the Tier 0 Affiliate) who are making a $100 monthly purchase. The Tier 0 Affiliate earns $34,700 in Tier Commissions based on the following calculation: [$100 in Tier 1 Commissions = 10%*$100*10 Affiliates] + [$600 in Tier 2 Commissions = 6%*$100*100 Affiliates] + [$4,000 in Tier 3 Commissions = 4%*$100*1,000 Affiliates] + [$30,000 in Tier 4 Commissions = 3%*$100*10,000 Affiliates]. In addition, the Tier 0 Affiliate earns a $1,000,000 BAM Bonus, for a total of $1,034,700 in revenue and $1,151,450 in cumulative net profit in this theoretical example.

59. Note that a system which exclusively (or primarily) compensates for recruitment and associated internal purchases is a pyramid scheme, even if it is structured as a binary system where each participant only recruits two additional participants (see FTC v. Vemma Nutrition Company, Case 2:15-cv-01578-JJT (D. Ariz.)). With a recruitment factor of 10, the SBH Affiliate organization – if it expands as advertised by the firm and its founder – grows exponentially so quickly that it would exceed the population of the U.S. at the 10th level of recruiting and exceed the population of the world in the following level. By assuming that one can find 10 recruits within one month, losses are contained to those who have just been recruited, but that group quickly constitutes 90% of participants as shown in the last column of Table 2.

60. Loss amounts and loss rates are expected to be even higher if it takes multiple months to achieve the needed recruitment to cover one’s personal investment or, more likely, if one never achieves the needed recruitment levels to reach positive profit. For example, loss rates converge to 99% if those in the lowest two levels of the organization are in a loss position (see Appendix C, table C.1). I would expect loss rates in the SBH Affiliate base to exceed 90%, especially as participation grows and recruitment becomes increasingly more difficult. The ability to reach profitability is also challenged by the fact that the Affiliate is not operating in isolation. Other similarly situated recruits are also attempting to build such a downline. Given the design of the SBH system and the incentivized Affiliate behavior, it is possible that some participants will profit, especially with early entry, but only at the expense of other participants.

61. These results are not altered in any meaningful way when retail profits are added to the earnings scenario. Table 3 provides an example which matches the SBH assumptions of retail, namely, that the Affiliate can readily sell personal inventory for a 75% markup (e.g., selling a $20 box of coffee for $35). Even under the assumption that the Affiliate can sell 100% of personal inventory at this markup, cumulative net profit for the Tier 0 Affiliate only rises by $1,318 over the year, representing 0.05% of the overall cumulative net profit in this theoretical scenario. Tier 0 Affiliate compensation is not dependent on the final “use” of the product purchased by downline Affiliates (e.g., retailed to an external customer, personally consumed by the downline Affiliate, used for samples in prospecting, stored and not consumed). Tier 0 Affiliate compensation is only connected to the ultimate use of the products he/she purchases from SBH, and that connection is trivial relative to other rewards and incentives.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Tier 0 Affiliate’s New Downline Members</th>
<th>Tier 0 Affiliate’s Cumulative Downline</th>
<th>Tier 0 Affiliate’s Downline Tier Commissions</th>
<th>Tier 0 Affiliate’s Accelerator and BAM Bonuses</th>
<th>Tier 0 Affiliate’s Offline Retail Profit</th>
<th>Tier 0 Affiliate’s Personal Purchase</th>
<th>Tier 0 Affiliate’s Net Profit in Pay Period</th>
<th>Tier 0 Affiliate’s Cumulative Net Profit</th>
<th>Minimum Number (%) of Tier 0 Affiliate’s Downline in a Loss Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$500</td>
<td>-$500</td>
<td>-$500</td>
<td>10 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$1,250</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$1,150</td>
<td>$650</td>
<td>100 (91%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>$1,650</td>
<td>100 (91%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,110</td>
<td>$700</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$10,600</td>
<td>$12,250</td>
<td>1,000 (90%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>11,110</td>
<td>$4,700</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$104,600</td>
<td>$116,850</td>
<td>10,000 (90%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>111,110</td>
<td>$34,700</td>
<td>$1,000,000</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$1,034,600</td>
<td>$1,151,450</td>
<td>100,000 (90%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td>1,111,110</td>
<td>$234,700</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$234,600</td>
<td>$1,386,050</td>
<td>1,000,000 (90%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>10,000,000</td>
<td>11,111,110</td>
<td>$234,700</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$234,600</td>
<td>$1,620,650</td>
<td>10,000,000 (90%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>100,000,000</td>
<td>111,111,110</td>
<td>$234,700</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$234,600</td>
<td>$1,855,250</td>
<td>100,000,000 (90%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1,000,000,000</td>
<td>1,111,111,110</td>
<td>$234,700</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$234,600</td>
<td>$2,089,850</td>
<td>1,000,000,000 (90%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>10,000,000,000</td>
<td>11,111,111,110</td>
<td>$234,700</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$234,600</td>
<td>$2,324,450</td>
<td>10,000,000,000 (90%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>100,000,000,000</td>
<td>111,111,111,110</td>
<td>$234,700</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$234,600</td>
<td>$2,559,050</td>
<td>100,000,000,000 (90%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: SBH Compensation Scenario and Downline Structure – With No Retail Sales**

**Assumptions:**

- An individual (Tier 0 Affiliate) joins SBH in Month 1 and brings in ten frontline (direct) recruits in the subsequent month.
- Each new Affiliate recruits ten frontline recruits in the month following the join month and does not recruit any additional frontline recruits. Note that this assumes that this recruitment level is possible for each and every SBH Affiliate.
- Each Affiliate purchases a $500 Accelerator Pack and maintains $100 in product purchases each month.
- No expenses are included beyond product purchases.
- Bonuses and Commissions are paid in period of qualification.
- Bonuses represented include Accelerator Pack Bonuses, Tier Commissions and BAM Bonuses. No retail sales, product credit, Generation Infinity Bonuses, trip incentives, sales taxes, or shipping and handling are included. Tier Commissions do not include any commissions paid on the personal purchases made by the Tier 0 Affiliate.
Table 3: SBH Compensation Scenario and Downline Structure – With 100% Retail Sales (i.e., all of product purchased in the prior month is sold at a 75% markup to retail customers)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Tier 0 Affiliate’s New Downline Members</th>
<th>Tier 0 Affiliate’s Cumulative Downline</th>
<th>Tier 0 Affiliate’s Downline Tier Commissions</th>
<th>Tier 0 Affiliate’s Accelerator and BAM Bonuses</th>
<th>Tier 0 Affiliate’s Offline Retail Profit</th>
<th>Tier 0 Affiliate’s Personal Purchase</th>
<th>Tier 0 Affiliate’s Net Profit in Pay Period</th>
<th>Tier 0 Affiliate’s Cumulative Net Profit</th>
<th>Minimum Number (%) of Tier 0 Affiliate’s Downline in a Loss Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$500</td>
<td>$-500</td>
<td>$-500</td>
<td>$-500</td>
<td>10 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$1,250</td>
<td>$438</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$1,588</td>
<td>$1,088</td>
<td>100 (91%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>$88</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$1,088</td>
<td>$2,176</td>
<td>1,000 (90%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,110</td>
<td>$700</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
<td>$88</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$10,688</td>
<td>$12,864</td>
<td>10,000 (90%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>11,110</td>
<td>$4,700</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
<td>$88</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$104,688</td>
<td>$117,552</td>
<td>10,000 (90%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>111,110</td>
<td>$34,700</td>
<td>$1,000,000</td>
<td>$88</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$1,034,688</td>
<td>$1,152,240</td>
<td>100,000 (90%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td>1,111,110</td>
<td>$234,700</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$88</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$234,688</td>
<td>$1,386,928</td>
<td>1,000,000 (90%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>10,000,000</td>
<td>111,111,110</td>
<td>$234,700</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$88</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$234,688</td>
<td>$1,621,616</td>
<td>10,000,000 (90%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>100,000,000</td>
<td>111,111,111</td>
<td>$234,700</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$88</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$234,688</td>
<td>$1,856,304</td>
<td>100,000,000 (90%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1,000,000,000</td>
<td>1,111,111,110</td>
<td>$234,700</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$88</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$234,688</td>
<td>$2,090,992</td>
<td>1,000,000,000 (90%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>10,000,000,000</td>
<td>111,111,111,110</td>
<td>$234,700</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$88</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$234,688</td>
<td>$2,325,680</td>
<td>10,000,000,000 (90%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>100,000,000,000</td>
<td>111,111,111,111,110</td>
<td>$234,700</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$88</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$234,688</td>
<td>$2,560,368</td>
<td>100,000,000,000 (90%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assumptions:
- An individual (Tier 0 Affiliate) joins SBH in Month 1 and brings in ten frontline (direct) recruits in the subsequent month.
- Each new Affiliate recruits ten frontline recruits in the month following the join month and does not recruit any additional frontline recruits. Note that this assumes that this recruitment level is possible for each and every SBH Affiliate.
- Each Affiliate purchases a $500 Accelerator Pack and maintains $100 in product purchases each month.
- No expenses are included beyond product purchases.
- Bonuses and Commissions are paid in period of qualification.
- Financial rewards represented include Accelerator Pack Bonuses, Tier Commissions, BAM Bonuses and offline retail sales profit. No online retail sales, product credit, Generation Infinity Bonuses, trip incentives, sales taxes, or shipping and handling are included. Tier Commissions do not include any commissions paid on the personal purchases made by the Tier 0 Affiliate.
- 100% of product, purchased in the prior period, is sold in hand-to-hand transactions with retail customers. Product is sold at a 75% markup, similar to the example of selling a $20 box of coffee for $35.
62. If the Affiliate attempts to retail more product, by purchasing more inventory and attempting to sell it at a markup, the Affiliate would be taking this risk in pursuit of a small reward relative to the commissions and bonuses that can be earned through recruitment of additional Affiliates. Furthermore, a rational, cost-minimizing retail customer would be incentivized to purchase product directly through the Affiliate’s SBH website (or the company’s website) to access the SBH wholesale price, resulting in a 10% commission (or 0% commission if through the company’s website) on the retail sale rather than the 75% return suggested in SBH materials. As discussed in Section VI, training materials further undermine the minimal retail incentives in the SBH Commission Plan by training Affiliates to convert the retail customer to a new Affiliate and by encouraging the Affiliate to purchase product for personal consumption and sampling (i.e., buying product from SBH and providing free samples to consumers to entice them to make a purchase).

63. Beyond the limited incentives to retail and the training that actively discourages such retail (discussed in Section VI, infra), the projected numbers of retail customers are unsubstantiated and fanciful. As shown in Table 4, if a single Affiliate executed the plan as shown in the SBH illustrations – recruiting 10 Affiliates and 100 monthly customers, and getting others to do the same – this single Affiliate would build a downline organization (including customers) that grows to over one billion individuals by the 8th month, and over 11 billion individuals by the 9th month. Note that other SBH Affiliates would be simultaneously trying to build the same structure. Again, the mathematical realities of this exponential growth undercut profitability for all but a small share of SBH participants. This is the very reason why such structures are inherently deceptive.

| Table 4. Hypothetical Retail Customers in the Power of Ten Structure |
|---|---|---|---|
| Month | Tier 0 Affiliate’s New Downline Members | Tier 0 Affiliate’s Cumulative Downline | Number of Retail Customers when each Affiliate has 100 Customers | Total Number of Affiliates and Customers (in the Tier 0 Affiliate organization) |
| 1 | - | - | 100 | 100 |
| 2 | 10 | 10 | 1,100 | 1,110 |
| 3 | 100 | 110 | 11,100 | 11,210 |
| 4 | 1,000 | 1,110 | 111,100 | 112,210 |
| 5 | 10,000 | 11,110 | 1,111,100 | 1,122,210 |
| 6 | 100,000 | 111,110 | 11,111,100 | 11,222,210 |
| 7 | 1,000,000 | 1,111,110 | 111,111,100 | 112,222,210 |
| 8 | 10,000,000 | 11,111,110 | 1,111,111,100 | 1,122,222,210 |
| 9 | 100,000,000 | 111,111,110 | 11,111,111,100 | 112,222,222,210 |
| 10 | 1,000,000,000 | 1,111,111,110 | 111,111,111,100 | 1,122,222,222,210 |
| 11 | 10,000,000,000 | 11,111,111,110 | 1,111,111,111,100 | 1,122,222,222,210 |
| 12 | 100,000,000,000 | 111,111,111,110 | 11,111,111,111,100 | 112,222,222,222,210 |

64. The changes in Commission Plan 2.0 do not alter my conclusions in any way. What follows are a series of statements, made by Jay Noland, in the SBH Heat Call (2019-08-01 SBH Heat Call). These statements describe the similarities between the original Commission Plan and the new one. If anything, these statements further confirm the centrality of
ongoing Affiliate recruitment and the strong incentives for internal purchases, including
the purchase of enrollment packs and monthly auto-orders by Affiliates. Mr. Noland begins
by speaking about similarity between the original Commission Plan and Commission Plan
2.0.

"Nothing has changed, we’ve added things to the plan, so we’ve added money."

"Everything is still the same...same volume, none of the monthly volume requirements
have changed, is just that we want you now focusing on doing it every week, and if you
do that every week you leave no bonuses on the table."

[Of the original six ways to earn] “Those are things that were always, that were already
there, that are still there.”

65. Mr. Noland then moves to a discussion of the Accelerator Bonus, saying: “we had it to
where you got paid any time you sold a pack,” “you sell the pack, you get paid” creating
“rocket fuel.” He proceeds to discuss the changes in this bonus in Commission Plan 2.0.

“Now any time a business pack is sold, up to four people now are going to get paid on
that one business pack that was sold. So instead of one person getting paid, the person
who sold it, we’re going to create some great residual income opportunity through
people selling these packs or getting people started in the business.”

Mr. Noland notes that the Starter Pack is now also part of the Accelerator Bonus.

66. After discussing enrollment pack bonuses, Mr. Noland then turns to discussing the Tier
Commissions, saying: “In order to get rewarded on more tiers, you need to move on up in
the plan” and you need to “encourage people to move up through the plan.” He then
discusses the Power of Ten:

“What if you have 10? You know our Power of Ten? Everybody’s out there showing the
business and then you have 10 people, that are all just moving one, ah, pack each during
the course of the month, look at this jump here. Now you are making an extra $1300,
plus your $415 from you, and if you add those 10 got 10, that would be an extra $7,000.
And then the 10’s 10 got 10, that would be an extra $40,000... in this simple theoretical
example, showing you how this pay-plan works. Now again, there’s no guarantees of
income with our plan. If you don’t do anything and your team don’t do anything, you
don’t make any money. But if you do, this is an example of showing you how it works.”

67. Mr. Noland then discusses a new form of compensation – the Power 500 and Power
1000 Bonuses – that further incentivize enrollment pack purchase and Affiliate auto-
orders:

“So, first 14 days from the time a person buys a pack, they can earn a $500 bonus as
long as they are a minimum pack qualified with the product starter pack. The number
one requirement: a person needs to purchase at least a product starter pack, that 125
pack or higher, that’s the first thing. Now, they need to have two people... that they
personally referred... that have purchased any of the business packs as well. They need
to have two people on a 100 QV auto-order, and it can be the same two people. So make
sure you understand that, and from their Tier 1, that means anybody that you
personally refer, their volume has to equal, their QV has to equal $1,000 within that 14
days. Alright? So simple theoretical, simple theoretical example. Person gets started today. They buy a product starter pack. They go out and refer two people personal that buy an Accelerator Pack. One gets an Accelerator Pack, another gets an Accelerator Pack. Each Accelerator Pack carries 500 QV, alright? So now I've met my QV requirement of $1,000. I get each of those people that got the Accelerator Pack, I get them to set up a 100 QV auto-order. If they do that, bam! I've earned $500. What's that going to do for your team? That's going to give you the ability to encourage people purchasing packs, number one. Number two, people getting on auto-order to help stabilize your volume and create consistent commissions and create speed, and more importantly, get money in your new people's hands – a substantial amount – right away.

"To get a $1,000 bonus, you have to purchase or upgrade to an Accelerator Pack or higher. You have got to four personals that bought any pack, and you've got to have four personals that, ah, are on 100 QV auto-order setup."

"So to get a person a $1,000 bonus, they've got to just do some simple work within their first 14 days and they are off and running."

68. Mr. Noland then describes a new matching bonus, which pays a 5 to 20 percent match on the Tier Commissions earned by personally referred Affiliates, explaining that to move up in the percent match "you've got to have more personals that bought a biz pack at any time and that did a 100 QV auto-order." In terms of the BAM Bonus, Mr. Noland states that they are identical to the prior version:

"You can earn between a million, you can go from a million to five million just through getting those 10 by 10 by 10s, and getting them all doing 100 or 500, you earn all the way up: 1,000, 10,000, 100,000, a million and then 5,000, 50,000, 500,000 ... and 5 million on those bonuses."

Mr. Noland concludes with the assurance that these results are attainable:

"If you just go to work, you've got it."

"The money opportunity to make and change your life is ridiculous. All you have to do is go to work."

69. Beyond the Commission Plan incentives, SBH materials discuss an SBH Founders Club. This club offers rewards that are outside of the public SBH Commission Plan, including access to a percentage of the firm's revenue, rights to a "retirement pool," event tickets and other perks. Founders must commit to a high-priced enrollment pack, a monthly auto-order, and other expenditures to remain in the club. Jay Noland explains the commitment as follows (2019-04-04 174518955175763-001):

"With a Founder, here's how it works. It's a package, so you're not just buying a position, you're buying product, so you're buying a product pack that comes with loads of additional benefits and prestige, that's a big one, cause you'll be able to say 'I'm a U.S.

---

Founder and we will acknowledge you and recognize you as such. So the pack itself is $2,995. It comes with three thousand, over three thousand two hundred dollars in product.”

“Each SBH USA Founder must … you must maintain a 100 QV auto-order, alright. So instead of just having a $100 order, you, this now has to be an auto-order. Stepping that up in commitment to make sure that we give you great habits.”

70. Founders must also commit to attending every event and maintaining the monthly auto-order. If they do, Mr. Noland suggests that the rewards will be life-changing (2019-04-04 174518955175763-001):

“You can’t miss any month of 100, you can’t miss it, no matter what, you cannot miss a month, and if you did miss that month [in the past], you have to make it up” and “you have to be in Dallas this weekend.”

“Now we’re getting ready to explode, so now that we are in a position to explode we want the right people in there, getting the opportunity to reap the right rewards.”

“Really and truly, what’s the real payout here? It’s getting in the retirement pool. You’re talking about hundreds of thousands, and eventually millions of dollars that can be made, potentially, if somebody makes it there. Not everybody’s going to make it to the retirement pool. But for the ones that do, the payout on it is like, you can’t even keep it in this world. Let’s just say over a ten-year period, you made a million dollars extra, or two million dollars extra. It might even be three or four million dollars extra. Who knows, nobody knows for sure what it will be. But all you had to do was what you’re supposed to do anyway and buy a little bit of extra products, and go retail them, and get a bunch of free stuff with it.”

“What else are you going to do to get wealthy?”

71. The SBH Founders Club provides a clear picture of the direct connection between Affiliate purchases – at the time of entry and on an ongoing monthly basis – and financial rewards in SBH. The Founders Club and Commission Plan 2.0 are discussed in a 2019 video (SBH Power2 and VOZ Travel Training), where this video also introduces a new Power2 Bonus and promotes the future introduction of travel-related products and associated enrollment and Founder packs. The new Power2 Bonus is based on a parallel structure to the 10-by-10 recruitment tree, which organizes the recruits into a binary structure with two “legs.” Figure 24 shows the relationship between the original “Personal Referral Team” and the “Power2 Team.” The Power2 bonus rewards Affiliates for recruiting new Affiliates who purchase an enrollment pack. As described by Mr. Noland and shown in Figure 25: “What volume is powering the Power 2? Only volume from business packs.”
72. Mr. Noland explicitly describes the connection between Power2 earnings and Affiliate recruitment (SBH Power2 and VOZ Travel Training):

“What makes this so powerful is the fact of this that, in order to get paid in the Power 2, you’ve got to go recruit. See? We do two things: we sell product and we recruit other people to sell products. So if you’re just focused on just selling products and not
recruiting other people to sell products, you’re not getting other people’s efforts involved in helping you build more residual income.”

[This bonus] “makes people recruit in order to capture pay in the Power 2 ... making people get residual income, making people get free.”

Mr. Noland also notes that this bonus requires Affiliate purchases:

“With our company you don’t have to make purchases as Affiliates but you do in our Power2, but not as a standard Affiliate to make money.”

As shown in Figure 26, the Power2 bonus is said to be “an unlimited cash machine because it goes down through infinity.” Additional income claims related to the Power2 bonus will be included in Section VII. Together, the changes made in Commission Plan 2.0, the Founders Club and the Power2 bonus show that, if anything, SBH is increasing the incentives for Affiliate recruitment and internal purchases over time.

Figure 26. Power2 Bonus as “Ultimate Cash Machine” (image from SBH Power2 and VOZ Travel Training)

73. In sum, the SBH incentive structure promotes ongoing recruitment of Affiliates and internal purchases, creating an endless recruitment chain that is expected to leave the vast majority of participants in a loss position, by design. The models in this Section illustrate that the structure of the program itself predictably leads to poor results for the vast majority of participants, regardless of accidental or external factors. While many new businesses fail because of adverse business conditions, poor management, bad luck, or any number of other reasons, with this type of program, failure for most participants is inherent in the system. These models provide a useful economic context to explain why courts have condemned pyramid schemes. In the next Section, I will discuss the ways in
which SBH Affiliates are trained to operationalize this compensation structure. I find that the SBH training materials and prescribed behaviors align with the SBH Commission Plan incentives.

VI. SBH Affiliate Training

74. SBH Affiliate training is provided in multiple forms, including written documents, in-person training presentations, pre-recorded videos, live presentations streamed over the internet, and paid training events. One of the primary sources of training is the SBH Fast Start System document. The messages and directives in the Fast Start System exemplify the content in all SBH training materials. In that sense, the Fast Start System is not unique, and this Section includes content from other training documents and videos as well. As described in Section IV, the Fast Start System includes documents and audio files designed for the new SBH Affiliate (2019-01-24 SBH_FastStartSystem_v20190115). The Affiliate is told to rely on the simple, systematic Fast Start System and teach their recruits to do the same:

“The SBH Fast Start System is a very simple and systematic system of success for SBH Affiliates.”

“Our step by step system can be followed by anyone. It is important though that you follow each step in the order they are listed and make sure ALL your TEAM does the same.”

This system is centered on Affiliate purchases, ongoing Affiliate recruitment, and training for duplication, with some limited attention to retail sales. These focal points mirror the SBH compensation structure (discussed supra). I discuss each of these elements in turn.

VI.1 Incentivized Affiliate Purchases

75. One of the primary messages in SBH training is the importance of Affiliate purchases. Affiliate purchases include the initial enrollment pack and ongoing purchases (e.g., monthly product auto-orders and paid training events). I begin with the training associated with enrollment packs. As shown in Figure 8 (supra), the recruit is first asked to choose the type of person they wish to be (i.e., Type 1-Supplement Income; Type 2-Replace Job; or Type 3-Financial Freedom) and to choose the enrollment pack that best matches that type. In an audio link embedded in the Fast Start System, Mr. Noland first explains the “business building” choices:

“I want to take some time to really help you understand what you need to do to properly get started with SBH and to properly get committed with your business here with SBH. The first thing you want to do is decide on how you want to build the business. Do you want to just, simply #1 supplement your income, or #2 replace your income and have no more job, or #3, do you want financial freedom. That’s important for you to make that decision right now. Each one of those steps requires a different level of commitment. The higher the reward, the higher the commitment.”
“If you just want to supplement your income, well, that’s not a ton of commitment here with our company. You could just simply get involved with the business, get your few products, begin to expose your website that we give you, start talking to other people about the product and just kind of sell products as you go, here and there. If you want to replace your income, well you’re going to have to get more focused here. You’re going to have to get more committed with where you are getting started and then we’ve got a simple six month plan to help get you out of that job, based on you following our steps and being committed to those steps. If you want financial freedom we have an 18 month plan. It’s very detailed and it really requires a high level of commitment because there’s things you’ll have to do on a day-to-day basis.”

76. Mr. Noland then explicitly connects the size of the enrollment pack to the level of commitment and the magnitude of financial rewards in SBH:

“Now you want to purchase the business pack that matches how you want to build your business. Again, the higher pack you start with the more initial commission plan benefit you’re going to get from the company and, again, you’re going to need products because these products, you’re going to need them to use, to personally use, to sample to other people. There’s nothing more powerful than a sample as far as a marketing tool, and you’re going to need to have product to sell to make retail profit. Each of these three things help you develop more SBH customers and new SBH Affiliates, and to do it faster. The more inventory you have on hand to start your business, the faster your business will typically grow as you implement this training.”

77. In the Fast Start System, the new recruit is reminded that the $49 Affiliate membership, described as “option A,” includes no SBH products. Of the $125 pack (i.e., “option B”), the recruit is told “if you just want to supplement your income, that’s a good place to get started.” Greater benefits are ascribed to the $500 pack:

“Now, let’s talk about getting out of that job. Let’s talk about getting financially free. Let’s move on to option C, which is our Accelerator Pack. It’s $500.”

“So $500 Accelerator Pack, we typically say, look, if you’re looking to replace your income, get out of that job, that’s a good place to start. It’s up to you but we suggest that’s a good place to start.”

The $1,995 option – the Super Accelerator Pack – is said to provide:

“the best possible chance of taking advantage of the commission plan benefits, and on top of that, having a good variety of products to use, to sample, to sell, and on top of that, being able to say to people, ‘Here’s where I started, I started with the fullest commitment.’

“If you’re looking for financial freedom, a good place to start would be with that Option D, the Super Accelerator Pack, but that’s up to you.”

78. The same message is presented by Mr. Noland in the SBH CEO’s Company Vision Message on the SBH website (2018-04-09 SBH CEO’s Company Vision Message), the SBH Business Overview (2018-05-05 SBH Business Overview B-2), and the SBH Group Presentation Script (2019-01-28 9_SBHGroupPresentationScriptCTM). As described in the Group Presentation Script: “The higher the Pack you initially start with, the more money
you can make for doing the same thing.” Figure 27 provides an excerpt from the Group Presentation Script, where the size of the enrollment pack is explicitly connected to the recruit’s commitment and goals. Someone who simply wants supplemental income is told to choose the $49 membership or $125 Sample Pack, someone who wants “No More Job” should purchase the Accelerator or Super Accelerator Pack, and someone who wants “Financial Freedom” should take “Massive Action” and start with the Super Accelerator Pack. The recruit is encouraged to “Do your best to push yourself.”

Figure 27. Advice on Enrollment Packs (2019-01-28 9_SBHGroupPresentationScriptCTM)

At this point there are typically 3 different types of people who come to our presentations.
1. Someone who wants to Use the Products, Supplement Their Income and gain Great Tax Benefits
*Sign up as an Affiliate for $49 and get a few products or get the $125 Sample Pack.

2. Someone who wants to Replace Their Income (No More Job)
*This person realizes that they can’t financially survive on what they are currently making, nor do they want to continue to work for someone else.
*Wants to replace current income in the next 6 months or so.
*Pick a Pack and let’s go to work. Best to start with an Accelerator Pack or Super Accelerator Pack.

3. Ready for Financial Freedom (Get Started Now. Take Massive Action)
*This person wants to be the life of Their Dreams. They don’t want to settle for average.
*Wants to duplicate efforts to have Financial Freedom (Residual Income).
*Will relentlessly work our 18 Month Plan and learn to become Successful.
*Pick a Pack and let’s go to work. Best to start out with a Super Accelerator Pack if possible. (Do your best to push yourself)

The key is to at least get started somewhere. We’ve got plans for each of these 3 types of people. Simply pick your path and plug into our system. At SBH, we literally show people exactly what to do. There is no guessing.

79. In a live training and recruitment session (2019-04-15 SBH Live Group Presentation with CEO Jay Noland), Mr. Noland explains that a higher-priced enrollment pack provides inventory for sharing and selling and opens up qualification for higher Tier Commissions (as discussed in Section V):

[$49] “That’s if you just want to be an Affiliate. So what’s gonna happen, I gave you an example of six tiers. When that thing gets to down fifth and sixth tier, that’s when that money really raises up. So when you become an Affiliate, you don’t have to buy anything else. You’ve just got to talk if you want to. We’ll pay you four of those tiers. So you’ll get four for $49, if you talk. We’ll give you a website, a back office, and every year we’ll just charge you 49 bucks, just like a Cosco membership.”

“So if you want to come in at $49 that’s okay. But then you might want to come in and get some products in your hand so that when somebody goes ‘Yeah, I want some’ you make that money right then. Does that make sense? So you can make at least 50%.”
“So you might want to have some to sell. So some people start with a Business Pack. See, I suggest that if you really want to get this thing rolling, and get on down the road to freedom, you get started with one of our Business Packs.”

80. Mr. Noland then explains the additional benefits of upgrading from the $125 pack:

“$125 pack, you get a little bit of product, but you’re still at four tiers. Some of y’all say I want to get additional tiers quicker, so you’ll come in with an Accelerator Pack, it’s only $500. So you spend $500 and, guess what’s going to happen? You’re going to have some products. You can turn that $500, and we’re going to give you $600 in products by the way, if you just made 50%, your $500 is going to turn into $900. Is that smart money? So some people say ‘Get me going like that and let me pick up five tiers.’ Some people say ‘How do I get six tiers out of the gate?’ That’s our Super Accelerator Pack, $1,995. Now you’re going to get all kind of benefits. We’ll give you $200 in free product, so now you’ve got $2,200 that if you just went and sold it, you’re going to have how much come in? Even at 50%. You’re going to make over a $1,000 right there. Just going out and exchanging something that people are already buying. Plus we’re going to give you tickets, we’re going to give you free training. All kinds of stuff is going to come with that. So people ask me all the time, ‘Jay, just tell me what I should do.’ I say the first thing you gotta do is quit being afraid. You’ve got to stop being afraid. You’ve got to start listening to yourself. You know when something feels right, and a couple thousand dollars for a business, what’s that really? Like if you start a traditional business, you all know what it would cost you to start a traditional business? It’s about 250 grand after you do all the things. Even the small ones, they’re going to spend a couple hundred thousand.”

“After 23 years of me doing this, number one problem. People don’t take this seriously. Number one. But everybody I know, personally, they got started. They said ‘Look, what’s the biggest pack I can get cause it ain’t going to scratch a traditional business.’ So they would go, ‘Ok, I’m going to get me $1,995.”

81. Within the Fast Start System audio materials, Mr. Noland encourages the new recruit to use credit to finance the enrollment pack purchase (2019-01-24 SBH_FastStartSystem_v20190115):

“Don’t let your circumstance keep you where you’re at.”

“If you can’t afford it, you can’t afford not to.”

“That’s even more of a reason to take advantage of the success principle called ‘Other People’s Money’ so utilize a credit card or someone else that has a credit card and leverage that money to get yourself into a position where you can remove the words, ‘I can’t afford it’ and get them off of your lips, forever.”

“I did that, from my credit card, my mom’s, other people’s, turned into multi billions of dollars in revenue.”

82. In the live presentation (2019-04-15 SBH Live Group Presentation with CEO Jay Noland), Mr. Noland further establishes the case for funding the higher-priced enrollment pack with a credit card, again referring to credit as “other people’s money:”
“What I’m going to do is put it on a credit card. I’m going to use other people’s money. I’m going to do what’s been happening to me all these years, people using my money. How many of you all got a credit card? Whose money is that, yours or other people’s? And they are going to charge you, what on it? They’re going to charge you interest on that, think about what’s going on. They’re going to charge you interest so they’re using you. You can flip the script on them. You now take the money that they’re charging you interest on, and you leverage it. Right, you get your Super Accelerator Pack, your payment’s only going up about 60 bucks, the average, the minimum payment goes up about 3%, on average. So now you take 2,000, your payment goes up 60 dollars extra, you sell two of these bags, you make your payment. Right?”

“We have a system to help you move all of that product in two weeks.”

“When somebody works with me, If I’m working with somebody direct, I say you’re going to get a Super Accelerator Pack. Here goes a script. I’m going to walk right with you and we’re going to move this product in two weeks and get you into profit, get you hooked on profits.”

83. In the live presentation, Mr. Noland describes the enrollment pack purchase as the first of the “Four Steps to Success,” referenced in Section IV and shown in Figure 9 (supra) and Figure 28 (infra):

“So you got to get in. Everybody say ‘I gotta get in.’ So once you get in we’re going to take you through four steps. You get in, first. Number two, be a product of the product, use the product. Three, you start building a team, just make a list, we’re going to show you how to build a team. Four, pay attention to the training, We’re going to show you exactly what to do.”

Figure 28. Four Steps to Success (2019-01-02 13_SBHWeeklyGettingStartedTraining)
84. In terms of month-to-month personal product use (i.e., Step 2) and sampling (i.e. sharing SBH products with prospects), the Fast Start System states the following (2019-01-24 SBH_FastStartSystem_v20190115):

“Now make sure that you are using some or all of the SBH products so that you begin to become a walking testimonial of the power of the SBH products.”

“Facts tell, stories sell.”

“Now at the same time, what you are going to need to do is start handing out samples to other people. These products are really your best marketing tool. The goal is to hand out at least 30 samples within your first two weeks in the business.”

85. These ongoing purchases are ideally made within an auto-order commitment, which is described in the Fast Start System as way to ensure consistency for use, free sampling to others, and compensation:

“Auto-Order is not mandatory but helps make sure you reduce or meet certain qualifications in the SBH Commission Plan.”

“These are for the people that are most committed in the business. So if you’re looking to, you know, replace your income, get rid of a job, or you want financial freedom, you don’t have to be on auto-order but we highly recommend it.”

“With our company, we don’t have any minimum PV or personal volume requirements, so there’s no minimum purchase requirements, in order to get commissions with our company, but what happens is as you set up an auto-order, and as you start to set up your own personal volume, each part of your personal volume purchases counts toward your rank qualifications so that’s a great way for you to rank advance is through your own personal purchases.”

86. The Fast Start System prompts the Affiliate to read and utilize the “Power of an AutoOrder Program” document, which explains the specific reasons that they should personally commit to a monthly purchase and train and encourage their recruits to do the same. The following are statements in that document (2019-01-28 2_PowerOfAnAutoOrderProgram) which emphasize the importance of revenue stability, personal product use, and setting an example for your downline:

“Why an Auto-Order?
The purchase of a SBH’s products creates the revenue stream that supports and enables all of the Company’s activities; from manufacturing, marketing, distribution, to paying salaries and commissions. For any company to succeed it is necessary for sales to grow consistently. The SBH Auto-Order Program is an important part of that sales growth and can be your commitment of consistency to our Company and your team’s growth. SBH Affiliates using an Auto-Order to purchase their products regularly are feeling the effects of the products daily. By using the products on a regular basis, individual enthusiasm grows as SBH Affiliates truly become a “product of the product” and develop their own testimonials.”

“Consistency is essential to successfully building your business and your sales organization. Even on a part-time basis, consistency is a central and key factor in achieving success
with any business. A great leader leads by example. Many of the people in your sales organization will follow your lead.”

“Some of the people you refer will ask your advice and opinion of our Auto-Order Program, so it stands to reason that you must be using the SBH Auto-Order Program before you can advise them in good faith to make that commitment.”

“In our Commission Plan all volume generated by your sales organization accumulates and is one of the basis for your commissions. It makes sense then that as your sales organization grows, you want the sales volume to grow and increase every month. By making sure that the people in your sales organization purchase our Company’s products consistently, your sales growth is assured. This is the power of the SBH Auto-Order Program.”

87. The “Power of an AutoOrder Program” document then establishes a direct connection between auto-orders and Affiliate success, referencing a larger study regarding auto-order purchases in the direct selling industry:

“Typically, most successful Affiliates in Direct Sales are on their company’s Auto-Order Program. The most successful people in the Company use the products regularly. Also, usually the most successful people in our Company emphasize the importance of the Auto-Order Program to the people that they refer to help assure their success.”

“SBH Referrers who succeed in their business do so because they have more people buying and using the company’s products monthly. The people they refer succeed because they experience the effects and results of our Company’s products. We want our Affiliates to become ‘products of the products.’ This creates more excitement and more motivated Affiliates in your organization.”

“You could say based on this study that:

1) If you go on our Auto-Order program when you sign up, then you’ll have approximately an 85% chance of earning regular commission checks within 2 years;
2) If you sign up people in your sales organization on our Auto-Order Program, then approximately 92% of them will stay with you for at least 2 years, and approximately 85% of them will also earn regular commissions,...
...on the other side...
3) If you don’t sign up on our Auto-Order Program then you have approximately a 96% chance of quitting within 2 years and, therefore, not earning commissions.”

“Some use these statistics as part of their prospecting and referring strategies. In their reasoning with prospects they say something like this:

‘I can sign you up and get you on our Auto-Order Program and give you approximately a 92% chance to succeed within 2 years, or I can sign you up without getting on our Auto-Order Program and give you approximately a 96% chance to fail within 2 years. It’s your choice.’”

“As you can see an Auto-Order Program can be absolutely critical for your success. The studies show that without it, you are only hoping for Residual Income.”
88. In the SBH Prospecting System instructions (2019-01-28 6a_SBHProspectingSystemCoffee), the Affiliate is provided specific instructions for working with a potential recruit. With respect to auto-order purchases, the Affiliate is told to do the following:

“Explain Power of the Auto-Order Program: Set appropriate Auto-Order”

“Ask: Do you think working this together we can help you make at least $60 within your first 30 days? Statistics show people on Auto-Order have a better opportunity for success.”

89. Beyond enrollment packs and monthly product purchases, training messages also speak to the importance of attending SBH training events. Tickets can cost hundreds or thousands of dollars for a single event and require travel, lodging and time away from work or other commitments. In a live training event (2019-04-15 SBH Live Group Presentation with CEO Jay Noland), Mr. Noland references the opportunities for additional training and the wealth that will generate if attendees simply follow his lead:

“You can get in, and then you can come right back tomorrow to get trained. Now tomorrow I'm going to jump you four years ahead in the business.”

[I will show you] “why I think the way I think that gets me what I got. I don’t have to work ever again. So the words that are coming out of my mouth are freedom words. I want to teach you how to put these words in your mouth.”

“That has got to be the realest thing that you ever have dealt with when it comes to business. Having somebody that’s generated billions of dollars walk in and go, ‘I’m going to show you how to do it.’ All you got to do is pay attention. All you got to do is get in.”

90. The training opportunity referenced in the live presentation required a $195 ticket to attend. This is one of many such training opportunities that require an additional payment by SBH Affiliates. Additional videos (2018-08-08 Success By Health - 4th of July Bash, 2019-05-04 SBH H3 Maui 2018 Dream Video, 2018-08-11 2018 SBH Wealth Warriors Boot Camp Highlights!) promote the power of attending such events. In one such promotional video (2019-03-14 RED - STRAIGHT TALK - NO JOKE) with screenshots shown in Figure 29, Mr. Noland describes the financial benefits of attending a $795 training:

“Getting control and honing in on your red, and get down to really making money. You know I’ve trained some of the top active money earners in this entire industry. I’ve helped people make millions of dollars, and some of them over seven figure income monthly. Multiple, multiple, multiples make over six figures per month.”

Other event promotions (including https://successbyhealth.com/red/?u=succesbyhealth, https://successbyhealth.com/millionaireworkshop/?u=succesbyhealth, and SBH Workshops_Success by health) show a pattern of high, non-refundable entry prices and specific or implied income claims used in event promotion.
VI.2 Affiliate Recruitment and Duplication

91. For the new Affiliate seeking maximum rewards, the Fast Start System trains the individual to enter with the largest enrollment pack, establish a monthly auto-order, attend paid trainings, then “build a team” to “duplicate.” The Fast Start System provides specific advice for beginning to build a team, qualifying the Affiliate to rank advance to “Business Affiliate” and access higher earnings. The Fast Start System states that the Business Affiliate qualification requirements can be met purely with enrollment pack purchases and recruitment of new Affiliates.

“Now, this is real simple. You want to start growing solid, residual income right away and getting Business Affiliate qualified is a great way to do that. You just simply need to generate $5,000 in team volume within one calendar month and, again, you want to do this by utilizing the efforts of other people on your team. Now, a very simple way to achieve this is to just start out with the Super Accelerator Pack and then have the two initial people that you refer to your team come in with the Super Accelerator Pack.”

“Now, that’s just one way to get BA Qualified. You can do that in a multitude of ways. You could start with a lower pack and have more people doing a little bit or again you could do a combination thereof. It’s completely your choice.”

92. Various SBH videos and documents build on this Fast Start System framework and provide additional training, especially with respect to Affiliate recruitment. In alignment with the SBH Commission Plan, training often focuses on higher levels of recruitment (i.e., the Power of Ten) and the importance of teaching recruits to duplicate (i.e., to repeat their upline member’s actions and teach their recruits to do the same). Figure 30 provides images from a pre-recorded video (2018-06-04 SBH Money Talk - Financial Freedom with SBH), where Mr. Noland describes the need to recruit 10 new Affiliates and duplicate, the result being a transformation from the difficult life of traditional employment to the liberation of being a “coffee millionaire.” He explains the results of building the 10-by-10 structure:

“This is all about duplication. When they [your 10 personal recruits] go find 10, they’re finding 10 but it’s adding to your Tier 2. So when that Tier 2 comes into play, your first Tier is all making $500, you’re now making $3,500 in this example. Now you’re talking
about replacing the income of most jobs. Now, when your Tier 2 just does exactly what you did, and what the people that referred them did, when they go find 10 ... guess what happens? Now they’re making the $500, your Tier 1 are all making $3,500 per month in residual income and now, in this example, you’re making $23,500 per month in this example. Now you’re talking about walk away income. You’re talking about financial freedom income. When you go to the next tier, remember we pay you through six tiers.”

“So that fourth tier, now when they’re doing the same thing, they’re finding 10, now your first tier are all making that $23,500, your second tier are making that $3,500, that next tier is making that $500, right? But you’re now making, in this theoretical example, $173,500 a month. That’s an extreme example. You’re a coffee millionaire.”

“When they [fifth tier Affiliates] all go out and just find ten ... now that’s paying you $1,173,500 in this example. Now you’re not just a millionaire, you’re a multi-millionaire.”

Figure 30. The Potential of SBH and the Power of Ten (Images from 2018-06-04 SBH Money Talk - Financial Freedom with SBH)
93. In reference to the BAM bonus, Mr. Noland explains the role of recruitment and duplication in achieving the highest levels of income in a pre-recorded SBH video (2017-10-31 Lets Talk Coffee w Jay Noland (Private Video Released)):

“We’re going to pay out over a million dollars to folks who duplicate the Power of Ten. Find ten people personally that are on at least $100 order every month. Once they have ten, so 10-by-10, we’ll pay you a $1000 one-time bonus. When you help your 10 do the same thing, they’ll get a $1000, you’ll get $10,000. When those 10 help their 10 do the same thing, those people that are your front tiers are going to get $1,000, second tiers get $10,000, you get $100,000. And then the next tier, you pick up a million dollars by helping your front tier get the $100,000 bonus, and they’re helping their people get the $10,000, who are helping their people get the $1,000. So it’s going to really be powerful watching the duplication take over here. So there you have it. We have a powerhouse commission plan, we’ve got a product that nobody’s going to be able to compete with, and we’ve got the thing that you’re looking for the most, what’s that thing? What did we start out talking about? Residual income. Residual income. The thing that you’ve got to have to get free, I just showed you a powerhouse plan to get it.”

94. Recruitment and duplication, framed in terms of the Power of Ten, are discussed frequently and consistently in videos (including 2017-11-07 SBH Commission Plan, discussed in detail in Section V, and 2019-04-15 SBH Live Group Presentation with CEO Jay Noland) and in documents (including Business Overview | Success By Health and 2019-01-28 9_SBHGroupPresentationScriptCTM). As shown in Figures 14-18 and 20-22 (in Section V), recruitment and duplication determine financial success in SBH, and the Power of Ten provides specific recruitment targets for the SBH Affiliate. As discussed in Section V, the exponential growth of a 10-by-10 structure will leave the vast majority of Affiliates in a loss position. When combined with the incentives and instructions to pay into the system, recruitment and duplication translate to an illegal compensation structure. The Four Steps to Success, the Fast Start System and the Power of Ten train the new recruit to participate in and promote a pyramid scheme. Any claims associated with this system are deceptive. I will address claims further in Section VII.

VI.3 Retail

95. While the primary emphasis in SBH training and compensation is on Affiliate purchases, recruitment, and duplication, there is some discussion of retail sales in the SBH materials. References to retail and retail profit seem to serve two basic purposes: income claims and risk mitigation. In terms of income claims, retail profit is yet another avenue for inflating expected earnings. While claims will be discussed further in Section VII, recall that SBH representations frequently suggest that the Affiliate can earn $54,000 per year in retail profit. For example, the Group Presentation Script trains the Affiliate to explain the potential for retail profit to prospects in this way (2019-01-28 9_SBHGroupPresentationScriptCTM):

“The 1st way we get paid as an Affiliate with SBH is Retail Sales: We Buy Wholesale, we Sell Retail and we keep the difference (Profit). The average profit per bag of coffee is $15.00; the average customer purchases about 3 boxes per month ($45). (Example of
10 Customers = $450/mo, 20 Customers = $900/mo, 100 Customers = $4,500/mo... $54,000/yr)

96. As described in Section V, there is no basis for these projections, especially when we consider the way in which these numbers would grow with additional recruitment of Affiliates and customers. The mathematics (see Table 4) are untenable even before we consider the other aspects that undermine retail profit potential; namely, pricing and training materials. As discussed in prior Sections, the retail customer with consistent demand would be expected to purchase the product directly through the Affiliate’s SBH website or the company’s website to access the wholesale price. This alone undermines the retail profit projections used within SBH training and promotion. In addition, the SBH Fast Start System trains the Affiliate to offer the product at lower prices and ultimately convert customers to Affiliates (2019-01-24 SBH_FastStartSystem_v20190115):

“If they like the product(s), ask them if they would like to get the product at Retail, Wholesale, or for FREE. Most people will say they want to get the products for “FREE.”

“If they want products for FREE, set an appointment with them and show them the business plan. From there, they can sign up, buy products at Wholesale pricing, and start earning Commissions, and earn FREE Product. If they just want to get product at Wholesale pricing without signing up, they can purchase directly from your SBH website. If they want the products at Retail pricing, have them purchase product directly from you.”

“If you sample, you will get more appointments... how you get more appointments is by people saying they want the products for free. So see how the system is put together to kind of lead from one thing to the next.”

“Most people, when you go through this process, they’ll say they want it for free.”

97. The retail sales script (2019-01-28 4_SBHRetailSalesScript) similarly trains the Affiliate to offer lower prices for SBH products:

“I need you to help me out by buying at least a bag or two of coffee from me one time at Retail Pricing. If you like it, I will show you how to get it at Wholesale Pricing from then on.”

“THEY WILL ASK HOW MUCH DOES IT COST AND YOU TELL THEM:

Say “It’s only (Choose Your Price) Retail per product. If you like it, I will show you how to get it wholesale from then on.”

Despite this training, Mr. Noland repeatedly suggests that Affiliates will be able to earn substantial retail profits: “$54,000 per year in retail profit alone ... we can help people get out of their jobs with that, so that’s strong” (2017-11-07 SBH Commission Plan).

98. In terms of risk mitigation, it is clear at times that SBH and Mr. Noland are likely aware of the need for retail activity within an MLM structure to avoid being found to be a pyramid scheme. For example, policy 9 in the SBH Terms of Use document (Terms of Use – Success By Health) states: “AFFILIATE understands that commissions are solely earned on the sale of company products.” Promotion materials refer to the billions in SBH “sales” as coming from “MycoCafe Customers” (e.g., Business Overview | Success By Health). SBH materials
and Mr. Noland’s commission explanations often begin by discussing retail customers, but eventually conflate Affiliate purchases with retail sales. In the quotes from a live presentation, Mr. Noland starts by talking about the “average person” and their expected coffee consumption. He then moves into the Power of Ten training where rewards are based on consistent Affiliate purchases. His language implies that the coffee is sold to customers, but the primary sources of Affiliate compensation are paid out whether those products are ever resold or not (2019-04-15 SBH Live Group Presentation with CEO Jay Noland):

“The average person is going to take three of these [bags of coffee] a week, and here’s what I need you to do. Move about six of these bags a week. Find 10 people. You do it to, you’ve got to do it. Lead by example.”

“You get 10 people to move six of these bags a week with you, I’m going to start sending you $500 every month, whether you work or not.”

“Now they’re going to look at you and say, ‘Well, I can do that too.’ The right people go, ‘I can get 10 people to move six bags a week.’ When those 10 get, they all do what? They get 10 other people, how many? Ten. This ain’t difficult, they just get 10. Everybody’s moving how many? Six bags a week or 125 in volume.”

“When your 10 get 10, moving six bags, those 10 are now going to get $500 a month. But because you’re sitting on top of that team, you’re going to get $3,500 a month…whether you work or not.”

“It starts to duplicate.”

“Now your ten’s ten get 10, and they’re all moving 6 bags or 125 in volume.”

Mr. Noland continues to discuss earnings as the 10-by-10 structure grows. He then ties the wealth back to customer demand, arguing that people are addicted to coffee and will continue to reorder, “and you start getting paid month, after month, after month, and then the next month.” He asks the crowd to repeat this with him. This can leave the impression that large amounts of coffee are being purchased and consumed by retail customers, even though the Commission Plan requires no retail sales (see Section V). In my experience, it is common for MLM-based pyramid schemes to discuss retail sales in promotional materials and policies while having no meaningful training or incentives associated with retail activity.

99. There is one more way that retail profit is used within SBH—as an argument for quick and certain earnings. The Fast Start System describes retail profit as a way to build confidence and commitment:

“Now making profits right away is a strong motivator, especially when it comes to your confidence being built and boosted. So make it a goal to sell at least two SBH products within your first 48 hours in the business. That’s right, so within your first couple of days in the business, have at least two of these products sold at retail pricing so you can make some profit, showing that the business works and you will be able to share that with other folks that are coming into your team.”

Though retail profit may be discussed to elevate expectations, create the impression of legitimacy, or to create early confidence, the balance of training undermines retail and
focuses the Affiliate’s attention on recruitment of new Affiliates. This emphasis on recruitment matches the incentives in the SBH Commission Plan.

### VI.4 SBH One-Year Commitment

100. The Fast Start System also discusses the importance of making a one-year commitment to SBH and references a “1 Year Commitment Form.” This document asks the new Affiliate to make this commitment explicit and explains the relationship between this commitment and the rewards available through SBH (1 Year Commitment Form):

“The difference between success and failure in life is a written plan that is specific, achievable, and tied to a timeline with a measure of accountability. This plan will define behaviors I will be committed to in my life and in my SBH Business.”

“... I will pursue the SBH Opportunity with the full intention of SUCCESS. I am approaching my business with a true business mindset. I recognize that my first 3-6 months are a learning experience and that this Opportunity is based on a 3 to 5 year plan. I will work at least 10 hours per week on my SBH Business for a minimum 1 year and then evaluate my business accordingly.”

Figure 31 shows the commitment form, which includes a pledge to be a “product of the SBH products,” expose others to the SBH business, instruct recruits to go through the Fast Start System training, and personally attend all events and trainings.

**Figure 31. The One Year Commitment Form (Excerpt from 1 Year Commitment Form)**

101. Overall, the recipe for success is clearly and consistently articulated through SBH Affiliate training: pay into the system and recruit others who will pay. These payments include the initial enrollment pack, ongoing monthly purchases, and event-related expenses. Recruitment and duplication are essential. The primary contributions of the
Affiliate are said to be effort, belief, and adherence to SBH training for at least one year. As Mr. Noland states (2019-04-15 SBH Live Group Presentation with CEO Jay Noland):

“The only people it’s not real to are those that don’t believe. You don’t got what you want because you don’t believe it. All you got to do tonight is to decide to believe, and it’s simple. You decide to believe you just figure out how you’re going to get in.”


“we have in place the systems, tools, directions, and overall information to give you the best possible chance at accomplishing SUCCESS. Now, it’s up to you to make it happen. You can do it. It just takes Effort, Focus, and Dedication. If you are willing to apply yourself, you can accomplish whatever you want with SBH.”

Despite these assurances, the vast majority of participants are expected to lose money with SBH, by design. The following Section contrasts SBH income representations with the reality for SBH participants.

VII. Income Representations and Affiliate Data

102. Income representations are embedded in Sections IV, V, and VI, including specific income projections for retail profit and for recruitment through the Power of Ten. In this Section, I provide additional SBH income representations – general and specific – and discuss SBH disclaimer language. I then contrast representations with available SBH Affiliate data and discuss the continuance of representations in the most recent SBH materials.

VII.1 Income Representations

103. SBH and Mr. Noland make frequent use of general and specific earnings claims. Some of these claims relate to Mr. Noland’s personal wealth and his desire and ability to help others achieve “financial freedom.” The following quotes reflect this sentiment:

“I’ve been financially free, completely time and money free since I was 36. I’ve not had to work a job since I was 31. Now, I take that back, since I was 27. So I saw it when I was 27, I didn’t go back and work a job. But I had to keep doing it, but I did it hard for four years, working to get this thing called residual income going, working.”

“97% of the population are working week in, week out, paycheck to paycheck, struggling. 97%. This is crazy tonight. I haven’t had to work.”

“As I’m talking to you right now, I’m making money. If I lay down and go to sleep, I’m making money. Every night I sleep, I got money coming in. A lot of times, it was more than when I was awake.”

“You say, ‘Jay, just please tell me how you created a financial freedom life to where your son before he was born was already retired? And his kids are retired, and his kid’s kids are retired?’ I’m now working on my fourth generation. How many of you all want to roll like that? This is simple. You all got to just listen to me, because in this room tonight
there’s going to be somebody that walked here for the first time, 18 months from now will never have to work again."

[He states that he is going to show them exactly what to do.] "You want to know why? Here’s why. This is the whole catch tonight. Every time you make some money, I make some money. You all hear what I said? Everybody in this room, believe it or not, I’ve got a vested interest in you. So if every time you make some money I make some money, how much money do I want you to make? So I’m just going to train you. I got all kinds of systems, show you exactly what to do. Now, if you ignore it, somebody else will pay attention. I’m casting a net tonight to say who’s got the greatest common sense meter in this room. Right? Is there anybody in this room saying, ‘Look, I’m just choosing to be dumb?’ Anybody? How many of you all are ready to be free? You got to make a decision."

(2019-04-15 SBH Live Group Presentation with CEO Jay Noland)

104. Mr. Noland argues that his personal financial freedom stems from his ability to tap into residual income, and that SBH is the vehicle to provide this type of income to “the masses” (2019-08-01 SBH Heat Call). In the same call, Noland claims: “SBH has a plan that rewards you for immediate effort and sets you up for perpetual income.” In a pre-recorded video (2017-10-31 Lets Talk Coffee w Jay Noland (Private Video Released)), Mr. Noland claims that the training will show the viewer how to “make professional money, and the money I’m talking about is residual income.” Mr. Noland explains the power of residual income in the live presentation (2019-04-15 SBH Live Group Presentation with CEO Jay Noland):

“If you want to get free, you’re going to have to make money when you’re not working.”

“Residual income, you’ve got to get that in your head. You cannot get free unless you make residual income. Let me explain it. That’s where money comes in over and over again, for work you’ve already done. How many of you all would like to get paid that way? So you go and you work hard, how many of you all work hard? Alright, now, once you go to a job you work hard, they pay you for those hours, do you ever get paid on those hours any more? No, you exchange those hours for dollars, done. Wealthy people say if you do that you’re crazy.”

“Who in this room would like to be free? Right, have financial freedom, do what you want when you want, wherever you want, who would like to do it like that? You’ve got to have money coming in.”

The benefits of residual income – including the ability to pay off debts and earn money in your sleep – are shown in Figure 32, as depicted in the SBH Common Sense Business video.
105. The primary source of residual income at SBH is said to be the Tier Commissions: “What can that equal? Walk away residual income to where you never have to work again” (2017-10-31 Lets Talk Coffee w Jay Noland (Private Video Released)). Other commission types are also said to generate unlimited income potential, including the Generation Infinity Bonus. Mr. Noland argues that this bonus could pay out on 50, 100 or even hundreds of tiers, though the mathematics of exponential growth in a finite population make this impossible:

“Again, that can be walk-away income, because that takes you past your sixth tier down through infinity in some cases. You’ll see people getting paid on their 50th and 100th tier because of that infinity bonus.” (2017-10-31 Lets Talk Coffee w Jay Noland (Private Video Released))

“This can equal walk-away income because it can go through infinity... could go down two, three hundred tiers and you could be getting one to four percent generation bonus on all of that. That’s powerful.” (2017-11-07 SBH Commission Plan)

106. As described in prior Sections, the recruit is told that residual income and financial freedom are a self-determined choice, as demonstrated by the quotes below and reflected in Figures 33 and 34:

“The key is to at least Get Started somewhere. We’ve got plans for each of these 3 types of people. Simply pick your path and plug into our system. At SBH, we literally show people exactly what to do. There is no guessing.
Let the person know who invited you to this mixer if you are a #1 (Want to Supplement Your Income), #2 (Want to Replace Your Income – No More Job), or #3 Ready for Financial Freedom (Take Massive Action To Achieve Success).” (2019-01-28 9_SBHGroupPresentationScriptCTM)

Figure 33. Types of People (Image from 2018-04-09 SBH CEO's Company Vision Message)

Figure 34. Types of People (Image from 2018-05-05 SBH Business Overview B-2)

107. Mr. Noland explains that, as commissions grow, an Affiliate will have the opportunity to leave their job; he talks to them about how to “quit politely” (2019-04-15 SBH Live Group Presentation with CEO Jay Noland). In the commission plan explanation video (2017-11-07 SBH Commission Plan), Mr. Noland similarly discusses the ability to leave a full-time job:
“If you’re working a job, I want you out of that job ASAP and, if you listen to me and you listen to our top leadership council, and our top leaders that are developing with SBH, you’re going to be able to get out of that job in about six months if you pay close attention. Now there’s no promises, but we’ve got the plan to get you out of that job in six months. Now how many people do you know that would love to go in and respectfully fire their boss?”

108. Mr. Noland claims that Affiliates who continue to build, using the Power of Ten, will generate wealth that can finance luxury purchases and can be handed down to descendants. He begins with the projected Tier Commission income associated with recruitment of 11,110 downline Affiliates who each purchase $500 per month in SBH products (see Section V for details on this projection):

“$173,500 a month…is it possible? Yes. Does Jay have anybody in his network doing it? Yes. Yes.”

“But it don’t stop, because your front tier are going ‘If I see you became a millionaire, they looking at you, you’re going in buying Lambos cash. Walk into a Ferrari dealership and they say ‘How you want to finance that?’ You say ‘What’s your wiring instructions?’”

“See when it starts coming in like that you don’t finance stuff. You pay it.”

“When that thing duplicates one more tier, I’m almost afraid to say it in this room.”

“If that thing goes one more tier, you’re now not just a millionaire, you’re a millionaire a month.”

“$1,173,500 a month in that simple theoretical example, and you’re freer than free. Now you’re generationally free. Now imagine your kids. Say you have two kids, each one of them get two, three, four million each to get their life going right.”

Mr. Noland explains that you can even sell or will your ID number: “so when you’re gone, it don’t stop coming in because people keep on ordering coffee every single month.”

109. In addition to “walk-away” residual income and generational freedom, achieved through commissions and bonuses, Mr. Noland claims that retail profit, on its own, can lead to life-changing income. These retail claims are provided without verified evidence of past success and without acknowledging the role of market conditions, substitute product pricing, or other relevant factors.

“You are going to make, on average, $45 profit per customer, in my experience, because they’re [customers are] going to take about 3 boxes of coffee per month.”

“So if we can help the average person just get ten customers, we’re keeping 85% of the population that files bankruptcy out of bankruptcy.”

“Now does that happen? I’ve watched it happen over and over since 2005. People really replacing their income just selling the product.” (2017-10-31 Lets Talk Coffee w Jay Noland (Private Video Released))

Affiliates can “double your money, some people make a thousand percent” when re-selling product to customers. (2019-04-15 SBH Live Group Presentation with CEO Jay Noland)
110. Training and recruitment materials directly address the likelihood of earning the projected income levels in SBH. In the 2018 Kickoff video (2018-12-20 SBH Kickoff 2018 Highlight Reel), a message appears on the screen:

“In direct sales as a whole, only 13% of members ever earn any commission.”

Another message then positions SBH as an opportunity that is more likely to yield profit:

“In the last two weeks of January 2018, 48% of SBH members earned a commission. How much will you earn in 2018?”

In the same video, Affiliates describe the reasons that they are participating in SBH and speak directly to the likelihood of achieving life-changing compensation.

“most importantly, there is an opportunity here for me to get financially free” (Kim C.)

“If you want time and financial freedom, if you have dreams, goals and aspirations that you don’t know how you’re going to achieve them, come to Success by Health.” (Billy P.)

“My people and I will know what to do, how to do it, and why we are doing it to make those millions happen for Success by Health.” (Jo Dee B.)

111. Mr. Noland argues that it is “common sense” that projected income levels are attainable with SBH (2019-02-08 SBH Common Sense Business):

“Now, how many people can we help become millionaires? I was bold enough to say it. That can happen. Well, if that’s too big for you, how many people can we help get out of debt and actually pay their bills on time?”

“The probability of that happening raises sky high when you look at our four key points” [taste, price, health, and compensation]

“Now, I don’t know where you can go to get paid off of something that somebody is already doing, all the time that they’re completely addicted to.”

He expresses similar sentiments in other videos, often connecting the certainty of income with global coffee demand:

“it’s all being driven, foundationally, by coffee, four billion coffee drinkers in the world. Are you going to get some of this money? Because somebody is.” (2017-11-07 SBH Commission Plan)

“I want you to think about your probabilities of earning true residual income if you’ve got that much of consumption going on, every single day.” (2018-06-04 SBH Money Talk - Financial Freedom with SBH)

“People Ask: Can I do it? Does it work? Will it work for me? YES” (2018-05-05 SBH Business Overview B-2)

112. Beyond the personal development from SBH trainings and the financial benefits from the Commission Plan, SBH and Mr. Noland also promote the possibility of luxury trips and the benefits of forming a new community with SBH Affiliates and leaders. SBH leaders, including Mr. Noland, suggest that trip qualification is a choice, open to everyone, and he draws a connection between vacation qualification and residual income:

“What I love most about them [Affiliates] being here, is they’re all making money even though they are out here enjoying this incredible lifestyle here in Maui, Hawaii.”
“You know, in life, you know you’ve got to make decisions. Are you going to sit on the ground, or are you going to jump?”

Affiliates in the video affirm that the choice to join SBH brings great rewards:
“Success by Health has totally changed my life.”
“Every single thing that we do is a choice.”
“Don’t be one to ever miss another trip.”

113. Disclaimers are sometimes included in SBH materials, either as written statements in videos or documents or as verbal statements in audio/visual recordings. For example, Figures 11-16 and 19-20 (in Section V) each include a disclaimer in very small font at the bottom of each slide:

“INCOME DISCLAIMER: Any earnings information statements regarding income, or testimonials and examples, are used in the SBH Commission Plan solely to explain how the Commission Plan works and are not representative or guarantees of any earnings or income. Individual income results may vary significantly. No Implied Earnings.”

This disclaimer is clearly contradicted by Mr. Noland’s own statements, where he claims that projected income levels are assured so long as the Affiliate puts forth sufficient effort and follows the SBH instructions (2017-11-07 SBH Commission Plan):

“We cannot make any guarantees of income. I’m only giving you a simple theoretical example of how our commission plan pays, that’s it. It’s just the commission plan, simple theoretical example. If you don’t do it, you won’t make any money. But let me tell you something, you don’t have to guess what PV, BV, CV or QV or anything. You go out there and do the sales, we’ve got set percentages here, set percentages that everybody can go and look at and can calculate, and if you put this volume through here, this computer system doesn’t care what your race is, it doesn’t care what your religion is, it doesn’t care what your gender is, it’s designed to have no emotion and just pay you some money. Now is that equal opportunity or not? I call it the economy equalizer.”

“But what’s going to happen is this organization is going to start developing, and there’s going to be people that become leaders and there’s going to be people that just want to drink coffee and they just want to supplement their income. And there’s going to be some people that want to get out of their job. So there’s going to be all these different types of people here.”

“We’ll see you at the top.”

114. Similarly, Mr. Noland explains the “walk away” income projections and then adds disclaimer language:

“That is an extreme example. Now there’s no guarantee of income, and it’s really touchy to even talk about that potential but it’s just the way it is. The numbers pay. The computer doesn’t care about your background.”

“Isn’t it great that you can have an equal opportunity walk away residual income potential business here?”

“This is extreme. Hardly anybody will accomplish those type of numbers, but isn’t it awesome to know that that potential is there?” (2018-06-04 SBH Money Talk - Financial Freedom with SBH)
“Think about this, $23,500 a month in this simple theoretical example. Why is it theoretical? Cause you just ain’t done it yet. But are there people that do it? Yes. I’ve got people in my network globally, they make that look silly. They make that look silly.”

“At $23,500 a month whether you work or not, 99% of the population will be financially free.” (2019-04-15 SBH Live Group Presentation with CEO Jay Noland)

115. Beyond earnings, Mr. Noland discusses the tax benefits associated with being an SBH Affiliate:

“If you are not in, you don’t have access to freedom, more than likely. So at least take that $49, get all the tax benefits. You all know about that? Do you know when you get that 49, you have a home-based business. And there are IRS, former IRS attorneys and CPAs that says if you have a home-based business, you will add 5 to 15 thousand dollars. Don’t record, don’t record. Five to 15 thousand dollars to your bottom line. So what you’re used to bringing home now, so what you’re used to bringing home you’re going to add on average they say five to 15 thousand more if you’re still working a job.”

116. Mr. Noland frames the SBH financial rewards as a form of generosity, as Affiliates are told that they will be helping their downline members achieve financial and time freedom as they seek those same rewards for themselves (2018-06-04 SBH Money Talk - Financial Freedom with SBH):

“Think about the people you helped through this plan.”

“Think about your first tier. If you’re making over a million a month in this example, they’re all millionaires.”

“You now have ten people that you introduced who are all millionaires. What’s your impact on the world?”

“You’ve got 100 people that are now financial freedom people on that second tier.”

“What job can you work that can give you that kind of opportunity?”

“We’re bring the power to the people through our commission plan and through our products.”

“Are you going to get free?”

“Come join us on this journey to freedom. We’ll see you at the top.”

117. SBH misrepresents the income opportunity to recruits, and it also trains Affiliates to misrepresent the SBH opportunity to others. One such example is the SBH Prospecting System, where Affiliates are given advice on questions to ask and examples to show a prospect. Figure 35 shows an example of questions that the Affiliate is trained to ask when closing a meeting with a potential recruit. These questions imply that any income level is possible, and that this income target is directly connected to the number of hours and months that the person commits to the SBH business opportunity. The two specific examples, based on retail and recruitment, both encourage the Affiliate to misrepresent potential income.
118. Other scripts provide evidence that Affiliates are trained to recruit new participants with deceptive income claims. Figures 36-39 provide excerpts from multiple training scripts. Some scripts (Figures 36-38) tell the Affiliate to say that it is possible to “replace your current income” or achieve “financial freedom” with SBH. Another (Figure 39) instructs the Affiliate to tell a specific story about the reasons they began working with SBH (no time for loved ones, not enough money) and directs them to say that SBH will provide the ability to pay off debt and have more time for health and family. This script even teaches the Affiliate to explain the “walk away” income available through Tier Commissions and the possibility of becoming a “coffee millionaire,” mentioning that they should laugh after saying “coffee millionaire.”

119. Throughout this Section, general and specific misrepresentations were made with respect to income and lifestyle benefits from SBH participation. As shown in Section V (supra), these income projections require ongoing recruitment that will undoubtedly leave the overwhelming majority of SBH Affiliates in a loss position. SBH and its representatives make no attempt to articulate the range of possible outcomes, nor the likelihood of those outcomes. The language itself does little to mitigate the risk of those misrepresentations. In my opinion, no disclaimer could adequately counteract the fraudulent nature of the SBH

Figure 35. Prospecting System Questions and Income Examples (2019-01-02 13_SBHWeeklyGettingStartedTraining)

PROSPECTING SYSTEM
(4 CLOSING QUESTIONS)

1. “Now, how much money would you need to make on a monthly basis, for this business to be worth your time?”

2. “How many hours per week could you put towards working your SBH business in order to get to $_______ / month?”

3. “How long (months or years) would you be willing to work ______ hours per week to reach $____ / month?”

4. “If I could show you how to get to $____ / month working _______ hours per week for _______ months, you’d be ready to getting going, wouldn’t you?”

IMPORTANT: Give 2 quick examples of “How We Make Money.”

A. RETAILER: Show 100 Customer Example (100 x 3 boxes of product/mo/cust at $45 profit per customer = $4,500 per month, $54,000/yr)

B. RECRUIT: 6 Tier Example at just 6 bags per week per Affiliate (10 Referring 10 and so forth...) ($500 / $3,500 / $23,500 / $173,500 / $1,173,500/mo)
compensation structure nor the misleading nature of the income claims, but Mr. Noland seems to proactively undermine the disclaimer.

Figure 36. Script-Coffee (2019-01-28 8a_SBHGroupPresentationInviteScriptCoffee)

![Image of Script-Coffee](2019-01-28 8a_SBHGroupPresentationInviteScriptCoffee)

Figure 37. Script-Pain (2019-01-28 8b_SBHGroupPresentationInviteScriptPainInflammation)

![Image of Script-Pain](2019-01-28 8b_SBHGroupPresentationInviteScriptPainInflammation)

Figure 38. Call Script-Coffee (2019-01-28 10a_3WayCallScriptCoffee)

![Image of Call Script-Coffee](2019-01-28 10a_3WayCallScriptCoffee)
120. In sum, if a new recruit enters with commitment and a willingness to be trained, recruit others, and train them for duplication, the income potential at SBH is described as “massive.” On the other hand, expenditures are described as trivial, both in relation to investments that would be required in other forms of wealth-creation and in relation to the
income that will be generated. Mr. Noland states: “You don’t have to order anything to get paid” and “you don’t have to place an order at all with us to get commissions” (2017-10-31 Lets Talk Coffee w Jay Noland (Private Video Released)). At other times, he describes the “entry barrier” as a (literally) laughable $49. Even when discussing the $2,000 entry price associated with a Super Accelerator Pack, he describes it as a minor investment that can be funded with credit. Recruits may be deceived into believing that profit potential is large and likely, and they are actively trained to repeat those claims and expectations to others.

**VII.2 Affiliate Data and SBH Updates**

121. In prior Sections, I discussed the expected loss rates when Affiliates follow the incentives in the SBH Commission Plan (Section V) and the corresponding instructions in company training materials (Section VI). In Section VII.1, I further explored the ways in which individuals might be deceived into entering SBH, through flagrant misrepresentations of potential income. In light of these findings, I now discuss available operational data for SBH and its Affiliates.

122. FTC staff provided data (netforce_byid_12192019) of SBH transactions from multiple payment processors and a bank, including Stripe, PayPal, and KeyBank. FTC staff applied a unique identification number for each participant, or group of participants where it appeared, for example, that more than one person was transacting from the same address or with the same credit card. Of the 7,100 unique IDs in the data, 69.2% (or 4,913) were identified as Affiliates. An individual was identified as an Affiliate if they had a personal transaction that referred to “enrollment,” “membership,” or “founder,” or if the individual spent more than $499 in a single transaction or spent precisely $49 (the cost of a membership). The four named defendants were excluded from this Affiliate group. In aggregate, Affiliates accounted for over 94% of SBH purchases (in dollars) between July 2017 and June 2019.

123. Table 5 reports the summary outcomes for SBH Affiliates, where net profit for each Affiliate was calculated by subtracting payments made to SBH (e.g., for SBH products and training) from any payments received from SBH over this time period. Based on this transaction data, the overwhelming majority – over 98% – of Affiliates are in a loss position, as payments to SBH exceeded revenues received from the firm. Figure 40 provides a histogram of Affiliate net profit/loss. For those with negative net profit, the average loss was approximately $1,000. The largest number of Affiliates had losses less than $500, but, in dollar terms, the greatest amount of money was lost by Affiliates with losses exceeding $3,000, with an average loss of nearly $10,000 per person and a collective

---

16 The data referenced is based on payments that went into and out of the main corporate account for Success by Media (SBM). Subject to verification, the dataset contains approximately 89% of payments to that account ($6,115,928 out of $6,858,221) for the period 7/1/2017-6/30/2019. It also includes approximately 79% of payments from that account ($5,294,751 out of $6,685,971); though that increases to approximately 90% if check card and point of sale purchases made by the company account are omitted. These check card and point of sale purchases are most likely associated with vendors and are, therefore, not likely to reflect payments to Affiliates. All of these amounts exclude internal transfers coming into and out of SBH accounts within the same bank ($606,235 coming from the corporate account and $372,500 from other accounts).
loss of approximately $3.5 million.\textsuperscript{17} For most (67%) in this “high loss” group, losses resulted from a combination of training and product investments. Overall, while only 8.3% of Affiliates paid for training, those who did purchase training had an average net loss of $6,884 and spent, on average, $2,955 on training and $5,885 on SBH products (as compared to an average of $936 in product expenditures across all Affiliates).

Table 5. Summary Outcomes based on SBH Transaction Data for 7/1/2017-6/30/2019 (netforce_byid_12192019)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cumulative Net Profit</th>
<th>Net Loss</th>
<th>Net Gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Affiliates</td>
<td>4,833 Affiliates</td>
<td>80 Affiliates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of Affiliates</td>
<td>98.4%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Profit/ Loss for Group</td>
<td>$(4,962,615.34)</td>
<td>$184,659.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 40. Affiliate Profit based on SBH Transaction Data for 7/1/2017-6/30/2019 (netforce_byid_12192019)

\textsuperscript{17} For some Affiliates, final cumulative net profit is not known as their participation with SBH continued past June 2019. If the patterns in this data persist past June 2019, Affiliate losses may increase beyond those observed in this time frame.
124. The net profit numbers presented may underestimate revenue – to the extent that there is any offline retail profit – but also may underestimate Affiliate expenses. Additional expenses may include foregone income and the purchase of SBH-branded apparel, business cards and other sales tools from sites like SBHSwag.com\(^{18}\) (as promoted in 2018-05-05 SBH Business Overview B-2), as well as travel and lodging expenses associated with training events, meetings or conventions. The Affiliate might also incur expenses associated with hosting house parties (e.g., food and materials, as described in 2019-01-28 7_SBHGroupPresentationTips) or in an attempt to sell SBH products through kiosks or trade shows (as suggested in 2018-05-05 SBH Business Overview B-2). For this reason, these net profit outcomes may be conservative estimates of Affiliate losses.

125. The SBH Wallet System may also have a modest impact on Affiliate outcomes. The SBH Wallet System is an optional, internal system that was introduced in 2018 and promoted as a vehicle to easily reinvest earnings back into the SBH business opportunity. As described in 2018-03-12 SBH-Commissions-Wallet-Overview:

“If you plan to use earned commissions toward future purchases, simply keep some or all of your earnings in your wallet. If you’d like to claim some or all of your earnings and have them disbursed to you, the rest of this overview shows you the steps.”

These steps include establishing a bank/ACH account, requesting and confirming a withdrawal, and paying a $2.50 processing fee for each wallet withdrawal. Figure 41 shows the image included in the Wallet Overview document, which accompanies discussion of reinvestment into the SBH business opportunity. As of December 31, 2018, SBH reported $153,434.16 in Wallet System funds (2019-04-29 Success By Media Holdings - SEC Form C Offering Statement). Given that SBH urges Affiliates to “reinvest” these funds, I would expect that Affiliates ultimately would withdraw less than the full $153,434.16. Even if all wallet funds were taken as withdrawals, the overarching profile of outcomes would be largely unchanged given the level of funds captured by this system.

Figure 41. Wallet Image of Reinvestment (2018-03-12 SBH-Commissions-Wallet-Overview)

\(^{18}\) Relevant if those purchases are not already captured in the SBH transaction data.
126. As described above, Mr. Noland attributes good outcomes to effort and adherence to the system, suggesting that poor outcomes for the overwhelming majority are attributable to a lack of desire, time, effort and commitment on the part of the Affiliate him/herself. In reality, the distribution of Affiliate gains and losses corresponds to the expected distribution of profit in an MLM incentive and training structure that emphasizes recruitment and internal purchases over ultimate user sales. In short, the vast majority are in a loss position where those losses are largely attributable to the SBH structure and operational practices, rather than to Affiliate effort or skill. In fact, the Affiliates who adhere to the system, making significant investments in product, training and time, often lose the most.

127. The preceding summary demonstrates a pattern of misleading representations. Income projections and other promotional messages include lifestyle claims and specific income numbers without providing sufficient disclaimer language or information on the likely earnings for the majority of participants. These representations are likely to generate income expectations far in excess of the realized outcomes for the vast majority of SBH Affiliates. Frequent promotion of low-probability rewards is likely to inflate the perceived likelihood of earning those same rewards.19

128. A 2019 video shows that income claims and misrepresentations persist in more recent SBH materials. In the SBH Power2 and VOZ Travel Training video, Mr. Noland repeats the practice of providing income disclaimer language (see Figure 42) and then directly contradicting that disclaimer. He states: “You will not make money, there’s no guarantees or implied earnings whatsoever unless you go produce.” He adds (at 6:35): “So we talk about anything with theoretical examples, we say they’re theoretical because you haven’t done it yet. If you do it, you get paid. If you don’t do anything, you don’t get paid.” As Figure 42 shows, SBH also states that “income earned will be the direct result of your personal efforts and ability to produce.”

---

19 Frequent mention of “winners” takes advantage of a phenomenon known as “availability bias,” where decision-makers assess the likelihood of an event based on the ease of recalling that event in their memory. When the prospect hears or sees information about a winner, it is expected to increase their perception of the likelihood of “winning” in this environment because it is easy to recall memories of those images or messages. To adequately counteract this effect, one would theoretically need to devote similar attention to each loser, meaning that far more overall attention would be devoted to the “losing” stories given that they represent the majority of participants. For example, if only 1 in 100 distributors achieved the first BAM Bonus, 99 similar messages would be needed discussing those who did not qualify for this bonus. In this case, because the recruit or current Affiliate is hearing only about the likely “winners” in SBH, he/she likely has an inflated expectation of personally earning those same rewards or income levels. For an academic discussion of availability bias, see the classic text by Kahneman, Slovic and Tversky (Kahneman, D., Slovic, P., & Tversky, A. (Eds.). (1982). Judgment Under Uncertainty: Heuristics and Biases. New York: Cambridge University Press). For an illustration of this bias with respect to lottery tickets, see Dan Gilbert’s TED Talk – Why we make bad decisions (https://www.ted.com/talks/dan_gilbert_researches_happiness?language=en).
129. Mr. Noland then goes on to explain the speed of growth, even within the 2-by-2 structure promoted by the Power2 Bonus (see Section V for more discussion of this bonus). As shown in Figures 43 and 44, he argues that it is possible, and even easy, to build large teams quickly, generating specific financial rewards:

“Can you imagine having a team grow that fast? I’ve had it happen in a matter of weeks. I’ve had over 8,000 people come into my team in 12 weeks or less, in some cases. So it just keeps going on, look at it. It just keeps doubling, everybody getting two. So you've got to tell people when you bring them into the business, if they say they want to be a business builder, they want to replace their income, they want to get financial freedom, say ‘then you’ve got to be counted on for at least two a month, preferably two a week, two business packs.’”

“Say you were going slow, you were crawling on your eyelashes slow and you got two people, it took you a whole month to get two. And all you did and your two did every month was you sold two packs a month and your two recruited two, you didn’t recruit anybody else, and those two recruited two. Look at what can happen in this example.”

“If everybody just closes a starter pack... you close just one starter pack. But, 4,095 people did it on your left team and 4,095 people did it on your right team and everybody closed one pack ... up to $53,235 that month. Everybody putting in a pack...that’s with one pack, not two.... That’s why we have to put a cap in.”
Figure 43. Growth from “2 Who Get 2” (image from SBH Power2 and VOZ Travel Training)

The Potential of 2 Who Get 2...
An Example of How Rapidly Your Team Grows By the Simple Act of Everyone Getting Their 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month or Week</th>
<th>New Affiliates</th>
<th>Total Team</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>1022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>2046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>4094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>8190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>8192</td>
<td>16382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>16384</td>
<td>32766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>32768</td>
<td>65534</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As you can see, there is serious POWER in the model of “2 Who Get 2”.

In this theoretical example, in just 12 months (Wealth Warriors) have the potential of having a team of nearly 10,000 in their Power2!

For the 1’s and 2’s: if they just repeated the “2 Who Get 2” monthly, within a year they’d have nearly 10,000 in their Power2.

Figure 44. Growth from “2 Who Get 2” (image from SBH Power2 and VOZ Travel Training)
130. Mr. Noland again argues that he has used this approach to create his own personal wealth, and that he will teach others to do the same:

“That’s why I can do what I want when I want, however I want. You don’t have to guess. I’m showing you all the way. You just have to simply plug in and start talking to people like crazy with passion and conviction.”

“Why in the world would you want to go out there and beat your head up against the world and work your tail off and never be rewarded for your efforts and you can come in here and sell you one starter pack and get you two other people to sell the one starter pack and you’re at financial freedom. With $26,617 a month in this simple theoretical example, you are at financial freedom.”

“How can you maximize?” “Go out there and just start duplicating those packs and you’ll see it happen for you.”

These results are said to be contingent on the timing of entry. As shown in Figure 45, Mr. Noland argues that the team will grow quickly, so join right away or be left behind to suffer the consequences of significantly lower rewards.

Figure 45. The Importance of Timing (image from SBH Power2 and VOZ Travel Training)

131. The video also discusses the introduction (at some unspecified time in the future) of travel-related products and enrollment packs. As Mr. Noland discusses the benefits of this new line of products, he discusses the benefits of growing large downline teams based on the Power of Ten. He describes building a team of 1,000 as requiring “casual effort” and
building a “simple team of 10,000” as a logical next step. He speaks to the likelihood of achieving those levels of recruitment:

“Is that doable? That’s the question. Can the market hold that? With 8.1 trillion [in travel sales], can the market hold this volume? Absolutely. What does it take to get involved? $49.”

Figure 46 shows the projected income of over $1.5 million for building a team of 10,000, who each have 10 customers that purchase discounted travel packages. This video demonstrates the continued use of deceptive earnings claims within SBH, as well as the emphasis on ongoing Affiliate recruitment.

132. Overall, the information I reviewed suggests that recruits are very likely to have inaccurate, inflated expectations of profit given the many factors discussed in this Section. While the SBH Terms of Use policies claim to prohibit the use of income claims or misleading representations, the CEO and SBH materials continue to mislead consumers (and to direct consumers to mislead others) by suggesting that significant profit is likely – while internal data shows 98% of Affiliates are in a loss position – and that such profit is determined by the individual’s goals, work ethic, skills and adherence to the SBH system.
VIII. Safeguards

133. Having found that SBH’s program grants rewards that are unrelated to actual sales to ultimate users, encourages and incentivizes participants to seek those rewards, and misrepresents likely income from the business opportunity, I next consider whether the company has “safeguard” policies and procedures that are sufficient to ensure that adequate retail sales to ultimate users exist and inventory loading\(^\text{20}\) is prevented. As noted in Omnitrition (1996): “Where, as here, a distribution program appears to meet the *Koscot* definition of a pyramid scheme, there must be evidence that the program’s safeguards are enforced and actually serve to deter inventory loading and encourage retail sales.” Such safeguards are necessary, as a structure with insufficient retail sales will inevitably generate a pyramid scheme that relies on ongoing recruitment to fund commission payments, matching the general economic characterization of a scheme described in paragraphs 10-11. As established in paragraphs 12-13, the *Koscot* test also hinges on the existence of significant sales to ultimate users. In Amway (1975), the FTC found that Amway was not operating a pyramid scheme because it had adopted and enforced certain procedures to prevent inventory loading and to ensure that actual retail sales existed. As noted in Omnitrition (1996), the safeguard “policies adopted by Amway were as follows: (1) participants were required to buy back from any person they recruited any saleable, unsold inventory upon the recruit’s leaving Amway, (2) every participant was required to sell at wholesale or retail at least 70% of the products bought in a given month in order to receive a bonus for that month, and (3) in order to receive a bonus in a month, each participant was required to submit proof of retail sales made to ten different consumers.” These safeguards must be stated, enforced, and effective.

134. In the Amway case, the company’s retail sales were in the form of re-sales by distributors, with product sold from the distributor’s personal inventory. In SBH’s model, retail sales can come from the Affiliate’s inventory, sold person-to-person, or product can be sold directly through the Affiliate’s website. Given the difference in business models, an effective Amway-type safeguard for SBH may look slightly different than the specific rules in Amway. However, the objective would be the same—to encourage sales to ultimate users who purchase for the purpose of personal consumption. I do not believe that the SBH safeguards would be effective to deter inventory loading and sufficiently encourage retail sales to ultimate users.

135. As part of the sign-up process, new Affiliates check a box indicating that they agree to the hyperlinked SBH *Terms of Use*. Within the *Terms of Use* document, there are multiple statements (shown in Figures 47 and 48) that appear to draw a connection between genuine demand for SBH products and Affiliate compensation, but those statements are hidden within the densely worded documents and directly contradict the company’s own incentive structure and training described above. Specifically, the *Terms of Use* state that no compensation is based on the recruitment of new Affiliates (policy 12.a), yet SBH earnings claims are based almost exclusively on Affiliate purchases (not sales to customers) and advancement is driven by the number of recruited Affiliates and the volume of Affiliate

\(^\text{20}\) Keep and Vander Nat (2014) define inventory loading as “purchases of inventory just to meet volume targets that grant multilevel rewards.” See footnote 7 for full citation.
purchases. In SBH’s own explanation of residual income in Figure 39 (supra), it states that “you get paid every time you order from the company and you get commissions every time you refer someone who refers someone down through 6 tiers.” In particular, the Accelerator Bonus is a direct payment for recruitment, when that recruit purchases an enrollment pack.

136. SBH’s Terms of Use document communicates some rules regarding income claims. As stated in policy 9 and 24 (Terms of Use – Success By Health):

“Truthful and Accurate: The AFFILIATE certifies that neither the Company nor his or her Referrer has made any claims of guaranteed earnings or representations of anticipated earnings that might result from his or her efforts. The AFFILIATE understands that he or she may not make any verbal or written statements regarding claims of income or potential earnings that might result from his or her efforts or the efforts of others, unless specifically disclosed in a AFFILIATE commission summary provided from time to time by the Company.” (9)

“AFFILIATE agrees that now, and in the future, not to make any income or medical claims whatsoever.” (9)

“An AFFILIATE may not make any false, unreasonable, misleading, or intentionally misrepresenting income projections to prospective or current AFFILIATES.” (24)

Despite this language, a review of promotional and training materials, as discussed above, reveals a pervasive and persistent pattern of misleading income and lifestyle claims. The company’s own materials and Mr. Noland consistently use income and lifestyle claims in recruitment and training. Disclaimer language is attached to a subset of materials, but this disclaimer is insufficient to counteract the misleading nature of the income claims. It is important to note that this is not a problem attributable to insufficient monitoring and enforcement, as the materials reviewed and discussed below are produced by the company itself. Misrepresentations are made within videos, speeches and audio trainings by those at the top of the company – primarily Mr. Noland. As discussed in Section IV, some representations are general while others are specific statements regarding income or lifestyle rewards. This Section includes a sample of representations of many forms. While this is not an exhaustive set, the messages and images above reveal that misrepresentations are fully embedded in the SBH marketing program, seemingly treated as the normal mode of operation. Additionally, although Affiliates agree not to purchase products solely for the purpose of compensation or advancement, that is precisely what they are required and instructed to do. As described above, Mr. Noland explicitly trains recruits to make an initial purchase, maintain monthly minimum purchases, recruit ten people, and train them to duplicate these actions. The Commission Plan and its associated explanatory video clearly direct Affiliates to follow these buy and recruit behaviors.

137. The SBH refund policy (policy 14) states that all products and purchases are non-refundable, and the policy outlines the negative consequences of seeking a refund from SBH. This policy is highly unusual and represents the antithesis of a safeguard. Further, unlike the Amway (1975) example, SBH has no minimum retail sales requirement, no 70 percent rule (requiring Affiliates to certify that 70% of their purchases were made to actual consumers of the products) or other specific inventory loading rule, and does not allow
refunds. It is useful to note that MLM firms, even those who have been prosecuted for pyramid scheme activity, typically pay – at a minimum – lip service to safeguard policies including a minimum retail requirement, 70 percent rule, and refund policy. SBH does not even pretend to have such safeguards. SBH policies, as they currently exist, do not limit the potential for pyramid scheme activity and associated harm to participants.

Figure 47. Excerpts from SBH Terms of Use Document – Income Claims, Training, Compensation, and Orders (Terms of Use - Success By Health)

9. Truthful and Accurate: The AFFILIATE certifies that neither the Company nor his or her Referrer has made any claims of guaranteed earnings or representations of anticipated earnings that might result from his or her efforts. The AFFILIATE understands that he or she may not make any verbal or written statements regarding claims of income or potential earnings that might result from his or her efforts or the efforts of others, unless specifically disclosed in a AFFILIATE commission summary provided from time to time by the Company. AFFILIATE also certifies that neither the Company nor his or her Referrer has made any Medical Claims regarding any cure, treatment, diagnoses, or prevention of any disease or illness in relation to any Success By Health products. AFFILIATE agrees that now, and in the future, not to make any income or medical claims whatsoever. AFFILIATE understands that commissions are solely earned on the sale of company products.

12. Rights and Responsibilities: AFFILIATE has the ability to refer others to purchase the company’s products and services. AFFILIATE has the right to earn commissions based on the Company’s AFFILIATE Commission structure. Affiliate is responsible to obtain training through the Company’s AFFILIATE Back Office or online portals (Company Private Groups, etc). The AFFILIATE’s Referrer is not responsible to train or support them. As such, AFFILIATES are not responsible to train or support anyone they refer to the program. Any training support a Referrer offers to someone they refer is a bonus. All training support that AFFILIATES will need is supplied through the Company’s AFFILIATE Back Office platform under the training section or through designated online portals (Company Private Groups, etc). Each AFFILIATE’s sole responsibility in Referralship, is to simply refer others to the Company’s Products and Affiliate Program. From there, it is up to each AFFILIATE to obtain training from the company’s Back Office or designated online training portals (Company Private Groups, etc).

a. AFFILIATES are compensated for the sale of Products sold to Customers and through their sales to Customers through their AFFILIATE organization. No AFFILIATE will ever be compensated for referring other affiliates. Without question, the sale of products to end consumers is the basis of the Company’s Affiliate Commission program and must be emphasized while referring other Affiliates.

13. Personal Orders: AFFILIATES may only order product for their personal use through their own personal website link or personal company back office. AFFILIATES are strictly prohibited from ordering products through any other AFFILIATE’s website link. In other words, it is strictly prohibited for any AFFILIATE to try and manipulate the Company’s Commission Plan by setting up a structure to order products for their personal use through other AFFILIATE’s website links for the purpose of earning more commissions or advancing in rank. Any AFFILIATE found violating this condition will have their Success By Health / Success By Media Membership terminated immediately.
138. In terms of income representations and associated policies, I have previously discussed SBH’s use of disclaimers (see paragraphs 113 and 114). Another example comes from the SBH website (https://successbyhealth.com/disclaimer/?u=sucessbyhealth), where the disclaimer language is as follows:

“Also, if there are ever any income earnings mentioned at any time they are not to be construed as any guarantee of income or potential income to any visitor of our website. As in any career field, income level achievements are dependent upon the individual’s business skills, personal skills, personal ambition, time, commitment, activity and demographic factors.”

The language above, which attempts to blame Affiliates for their losses, does not offset the serious misrepresentations made in company promotion and training.

139. To summarize, there is no evidence that SBH has enforced and effective safeguards that would ensure sufficient sales to ultimate users and prevent inventory loading and
other forms of compensation plan manipulation. The absence of enforced and effective safeguards compounds an existing problem within the Commission Plan, that compensation is almost exclusively based on purchase volume, regardless of whether purchases lead to sales to ultimate users or not. Affiliates are trained, encouraged, and incentivized to make pay-to-play purchases and recruit others who will do the same. Existing SBH safeguard policies are virtually non-existent and the refund policy represents an “anti-safeguard.” It is clear that existing safeguard policies such as the supposed ban on “income claims,” have not been enforced. In fact, they have been openly violated by the company’s founder, Mr. Noland. That said, it would be difficult for any safeguards to counteract the existing training, promotion, and incentive systems. Again, this finding does not preclude the existence of genuine retail sales in SBH but suggests that the intended mode of operation treats retail as incidental, where retail occurs as a byproduct of Affiliate recruitment.

IX. Overall Conclusions

140. In sum, after reviewing the SBH incentive structure, promotion and training materials, representations, and policies, I conclude that SBH and its promoters are marketing a pyramid scheme and are misrepresenting to consumers the amount of money consumers are likely to make by joining SBH.

141. That SBH is a pyramid scheme is evident in several ways. Affiliate compensation is driven almost exclusively by recruitment of new participants and internal product purchases. Training and promotion materials emphasize the pay–recruit–duplicate system. Company “safeguards” are insufficient to ensure a minimum level of retail activity and safeguard policies and disclaimers are systematically contradicted by SBH incentives, requirements, and training. All advertised rewards can be achieved with Affiliate recruitment and internal purchases, without a single dollar in verified sales to an ultimate user. The anticipated result of SBH’s program is an endless recruitment chain. SBH’s income representations are false as the suggested (even promised) income levels cannot be achieved by the vast majority of participants. At any moment that the scheme is analyzed, the overwhelming majority are expected to be in a loss position. Available SBH transaction data confirms that the overwhelming majority (over 98%) of Affiliates have a net loss. Consumers are misled into joining the SBH opportunity and, for those who participate, consumer harm will be widespread and inevitable.

142. Based on a review of the materials described in paragraph 8, it is my judgment that SBH is operating as a pyramid scheme, both under the general economic characterization of pyramid scheme (described in paragraphs 10 and 11) and the Koscot test (described in paragraphs 12 and 13). Affiliate compensation is overwhelmingly triggered by recruitment and recruitment-associated purchases, not sales to ultimate users. Internal purchases are expected to be induced by the incentive structure and Affiliate training within the SBH marketing program, rather than genuine consumer demand for the SBH products. As discussed in paragraph 13, this finding is valid even if there are some external (i.e., non-Affiliate) sales and/or some share of internal ultimate user consumption, so long as distributor rewards are predominantly tied to rewards that are unrelated to genuine market demand (i.e., product sales to ultimate users). Furthermore, even when a multilevel
marketing pay plan does not explicitly compensate for the recruitment of a new distributor, compensation is deemed to be recruitment-based if new distributor recruitment induces payments and product purchases (immediate and/or over time) that lead to rewards and compensation for the sponsor and/or her upline. While some share of SBH compensation may be tied to sales to ultimate users, the compensation and training system is designed to predominantly compensate participants for recruitment of new Affiliates through a system of induced purchases.

143. It is clear from the income and profit illustrations set forth above that, if a new Affiliate follows the training instructions (e.g., in the Fast Start System and Power of Ten) and incentive structure set forth in the Commission Plan, his/her earnings will primarily be rewards for recruitment, rather than rewards for sales to ultimate users, and that an equivalent promise cannot be made and satisfied for each new SBH Affiliate given the exponential recruitment required. The ability for the most recent Affiliates to reach a positive cumulative net profit relies upon an ongoing and consistent ability to recruit new Affiliates. Returning to the economic definition of a pyramid scheme, the SBH business model, marketing and training materials, and Commission Plan do appear to create a perpetual recruitment chain that dooms the vast majority of participants to financial loss.

144. In terms of the Koscot test, I conclude from my analysis that SBH's business model and Commission Plan create a system that permits participants to receive rewards that are unrelated to actual sales to ultimate users. I also find that SBH's program, including its marketing and training, encourages and incentivizes participants to seek rewards through recruitment rather than sales of product to ultimate users. Furthermore, I find that SBH consistently and flagrantly misrepresents likely earnings to new recruits and that SBH has no safeguards that might serve to mitigate the risk factors inherent in the company's marketing program. In fact, SBH has policies that serve to further exacerbate consumer harm.

145. The anticipated result of SBH's program, as designed, is an endless recruitment chain, with a strong emphasis on recruitment over sales to ultimate users. At any moment that the scheme is analyzed, analysis indicates that the vast majority will be in a loss position. Available operational data corroborates these conclusions. I find that SBH and Mr. Noland are promoting a fraudulent marketing program, using deceptive and prohibited income representations.

146. I understand that this report may be used in a law enforcement proceeding. I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Stacie A. Bosley
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## Appendix B. Materials Reviewed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Website 2019.08.17 <a href="https://successbyhealth.com/?u=sucessbyhealth">https://successbyhealth.com/?u=sucessbyhealth</a></td>
<td>Website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website 2019.08.17 <a href="https://successbyhealth.com/our-company/?u=sucessbyhealth">https://successbyhealth.com/our-company/?u=sucessbyhealth</a></td>
<td>Website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website 2019.08.17 <a href="https://successbyhealth.com/red/?u=sucessbyhealth">https://successbyhealth.com/red/?u=sucessbyhealth</a></td>
<td>Website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website 2019.08.17 <a href="https://successbyhealth.com/millionaireworkshop/?u=sucessbyhealth">https://successbyhealth.com/millionaireworkshop/?u=sucessbyhealth</a></td>
<td>Website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website 2019.08.17 <a href="https://successbyhealth.com/affiliate-details/?u=sucessbyhealth">https://successbyhealth.com/affiliate-details/?u=sucessbyhealth</a></td>
<td>Website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website 2019.08.17 <a href="https://successbyhealth.com/disclaimer/?u=sucessbyhealth">https://successbyhealth.com/disclaimer/?u=sucessbyhealth</a></td>
<td>Website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website 2019.08.17 <a href="https://successbyhealth.com/terms-of-use/?u=sucessbyhealth">https://successbyhealth.com/terms-of-use/?u=sucessbyhealth</a></td>
<td>Website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website 2019.08.17 <a href="https://successbyhealth.com/refund-policy/?u=sucessbyhealth">https://successbyhealth.com/refund-policy/?u=sucessbyhealth</a></td>
<td>Website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affiliates page</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverage_Success by health</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutraceuticals_Success by health</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our Company_Success by health</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Products_Success by health</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programs_Success by health</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBH 500 Club Pack_Success by health</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBH Accelerator_Success by health</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBH Business Club Pack_Success by health</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBH Combo Pack_Success by health</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBH Contact_Success by health</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBH Disclaimer_Success by health</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBH Facebook</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBH Foundation_Success by health</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBH GFYX_Success by health</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBH Millionaire Workshops_Success by health</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBH MYCOCafe_Success by health</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBH News_Success by health</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBH Personal Development_Success by health</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBH Privacy Policy_Success by health</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBH RED Workshops_Success by health</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBH Refund Policy_Success by health</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBH Shipping Policy_Success by health</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBH Support_Success by health</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBH SWAG_Success by health</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBH Workshops_Success by health</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Success by health</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terms of Use - Success By Health</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Overview and Commission Plan Documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2019-05-31 SBH_BusinessOverview_v2019Q2v1D_HiRez (Affiliate Business Tour)</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-08-02 SBH-Commissions-Plan-2.0_2019v190801A-1 (Success By Health Commission Plan 2.0)</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-08-04 SBH_BusinessOverview_v2019Q3v0804_HiRez (Affiliate Business Tour)</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-05-05 SBH Business Overview B-2 (Affiliate Business Tour PowerPoint Presentation)</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-04-04 174518955175763-001</td>
<td>Audio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-04-04 Founders Pack Relaunch</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-07-02 Existing Founders Pack Relaunch Application</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-07-02 Founders Pack Relaunch Application</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-05-05 SBH Business Overview B-2</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxxx-xx-xx SBH Commission Plan to CBCAL</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Affiliate Materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2018-03-12 SBH-Commissions-Wallet-Overview</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-10-30 SBH-GlobalAmbassadorPackApplication</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-01-02 13_SBHWeeklyGettingStartedTraining</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-01-21 3_MemoryJoggerSBH</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-01-22 5_RetailCustomerListSBH</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-01-24 SBH_FastStartSystem_v20190115</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-01-28 1_1YearSBHCommitmentLetter</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-01-28 2_PowerOfAnAutoOrderProgram</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-01-28 4_SBHRetailSalesScript</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-01-28 6a_SBHProspectingSystemCoffee</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-01-28 7_SBHGroupPresentationTips</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-01-28 8a_SBHGroupPresentationInviteScriptCoffee</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-01-28 8b_SBHGroupPresentationInviteScriptPainInflammation</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-01-28 9_SBHGroupPresentationScriptCTM</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-01-28 10a_3WayCallScriptCoffee</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-01-28 10b_3WayCallScriptNutrition</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-01-28 11_TGRConfidenceFormula</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-01-28 12_SBH6PhaseCommissionPlan</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-01-28 14_TGRDefinitePurposeFormula</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-01-29 6b_SBHProspectingSystemNutrition</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-06-24 Refund_Cancellation Policy - Success By Health</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Affiliate Emails

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2019-05-28 Only 3 Days Left_End of SBH Volume Month</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-05-31 Volume Month e-mail</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-07-23 Important Policy Update (Effective Immediately)</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-07-23 SBH Member update</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-07-23 SBH Upgrade Packs Are Now Available!</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SEC Filings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2018-01-31 Success By Media - SEC Form C Offering Statement (amended)</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-04-29 Success By Media Holdings - SEC Form C Offering Statement</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Videos

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2019-05-28 Only 3 Days Left_End of SBH Volume Month</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-05-31 Volume Month e-mail</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-07-23 Important Policy Update (Effective Immediately)</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-07-23 SBH Member update</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-07-23 SBH Upgrade Packs Are Now Available!</td>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017-10-30</td>
<td>SBH Plan B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017-10-31</td>
<td>Lets Talk Coffee w Jay Noland (Private Video Released)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017-11-07</td>
<td>SBH Commision Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017-12-02</td>
<td>Coffee Talk - Why SBH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017-12-11</td>
<td>The Power Of A Jay Noland Boot Camp!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-03-02</td>
<td>HEALTHY COFFEE by Success By Health Affiliate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-04-09</td>
<td>SBH CEO's Company Vision Message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-06-04</td>
<td>SBH Money Talk - Financial Freedom with SBH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-06-08</td>
<td>SBH Wealth Warriors Boot Camp Promo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-08-08</td>
<td>Success By Health - 4th of July Bash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-08-11</td>
<td>2018 SBH Wealth Warriors Boot Camp Highlights!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-08-20</td>
<td>SBH Product Party For Your Body!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-12-05</td>
<td>SBH Coffee Jam Session with SBH Master Formulators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-12-20</td>
<td>SBH Kickoff 2018 Highlight Reel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-02-05</td>
<td>G FYX Testimonial - Less Than 24 Hours of Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-02-08</td>
<td>SBH Common Sense Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-03-14</td>
<td>RED - STRAIGHT TALK - NO JOKE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-04-15</td>
<td>SBH Live Group Presentation with CEO Jay Noland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-05-04</td>
<td>SBH H3 Maui 2018 Dream Video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-08-01</td>
<td>SBH Heat Call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-xx-xx</td>
<td>RED 2019 Is Coming!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxx-xx-xx</td>
<td>Million Dollar Energy Is Here!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxx-xx-xx</td>
<td>SBH 2018 Kickoff Training In Nashville! - YouTube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxx-xx-xx</td>
<td>SBH Aruba Arriba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxx-xx-xx</td>
<td>SBH Energy! Part 2 (Turn Up Your Speakers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxx-xx-xx</td>
<td>SBH Kids - Orphanage School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxx-xx-xx</td>
<td>Success By Health - 2018 &amp; Beyond!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxx-xx-xx</td>
<td>Success By Health Ganoderma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxx-xx-xx</td>
<td>Success By Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBH Power2 and VOZ Travel Training</td>
<td>Video</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Additional Documents**

- 2002-07-02 FTC Final Judgment and Order for Pl as to JD Noland  
  PDF
  PDF
- Base Commerce - mid-8530-DD2 Merchant Settlements  
  MS Excel file
- netforce_byid_09202019  
  MS Excel file
- netforce_byid_12192019  
  MS Excel file
Appendix C. Mathematical Analysis of a Pyramid Scheme

The following mathematical analysis of a compensation scheme is taken from the Declaration of Peter Vander Nat, formerly a senior economist with the Federal Trade Commission, filed in support of a motion for preliminary injunction and other relief in BurnLounge. I have reviewed and agreed with Dr. Vander Nat’s methodology. This Section discusses the mathematical implications of a recruitment system when each entrant recruits X new members and X is some fixed positive integer (e.g., X=3). It will be demonstrated that, as recruitment continues, the organization grows at an exponential rate (so long as such recruitment can be sustained) and the percentage of participants at the base (i.e., the lowest level of the organizational structure) will converge quickly to a definite value. It is also the case that the percentage at the two lowest levels of the structure will also quickly converge to a known definite value. The same can be said for any chosen number of levels. This knowledge allows us to predict the loss rate at any period in time in the life of the scheme.

To demonstrate the mathematical properties of such a recruitment system and its resulting implications, analysis begins with an initial entrant who is placed at “level 0.” This initial member recruits three new members, who constitute “level 1.” When each of these level 1 participants recruits three new members, there are now 1+3+9=30+31+32=13 members in the organization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iteration</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Participants in</th>
<th>Total Number of Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Level 0</td>
<td>1 = 3^0</td>
<td>1 = 3^0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>3 = 3^1</td>
<td>4 = 3^0+3^1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>9 = 3^2</td>
<td>13 = 3^0+3^1+3^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>27 = 3^3</td>
<td>40 = 3^0+3^1+3^2+3^3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>Level n</td>
<td>3^n</td>
<td>T_n = 0+3^1+3^2+3^3+...+3^n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If $T_n = 3^0 + 3^1 + 3^2 + 3^3 + ... + 3^{n-1} + 3^n$ is the total number of participants in the scheme after n iterations when X=3 (i.e., each participant recruits three people), this can be generalized to:

1. $T_n = X^0 + X^1 + X^2 + X^3 + ... + X^{n-1} + X^n$

for any positive integer X.

The percentage of participants at level n (i.e., the share of overall participants who constitute the newest class of entrants) is given by:

2. $X^n/T_n = X^n/(X^0 + X^1 + X^2 + X^3 + ... + X^{n-1} + X^n)$.

Dividing the numerator and denominator of (2) by $X^n$ results in:

3. $X^n/T_n = 1/[(X^0/X^n) + (X^1/X^n) + (X^2/X^n) + (X^3/X^n) + ... + (X^{n-1}/X^n) + (X^n/X^n)]$

and therefore

4. $X^n/T_n = 1/[(1/X^n) + (1/X^{n-1}) + (1/X^{n-2}) + (1/X^{n-3}) + ... + (1/X) + 1]$. 


Equation (4) can be rearranged and expressed as:

\[(5) \frac{X^n}{T_n} = \frac{1}{1 + \left(\frac{1}{X}\right) + \left(\frac{1}{X^2}\right) + \left(\frac{1}{X^3}\right) + \cdots + \left(\frac{1}{X^{n-1}}\right) \left(\frac{1}{X^n}\right)} = \frac{1}{\left[\sum_{k=0}^{n-1} \left(\frac{1}{X}\right)^k\right]} \]

If each new entrant can recruit \(X\) additional members, \(n\) increases without bound (i.e., the scheme continues to grow indefinitely as each participant is able to duplicate the recruiting success of the person who recruited him or her). Since the denominator of (5) is a convergent geometric series, as \(n\) grows the denominator has a definite limiting value. The general formula for a geometric series (c.f. Apostol, T.M. Mathematical Analysis (1957), Addison Wesley Publ. Company) identifies the limiting value as:

\[(6) \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} b^k = \frac{1}{1-b}, \text{ where } |b| < 1.\]

By setting \(b = \left(\frac{1}{X}\right)\), \(\frac{X^n}{T_n}\) (i.e., the percent of participants at level \(n\)) converges to the value given by

\[(7) \frac{1}{1 - \left(\frac{1}{X}\right)} = \frac{1}{1 - \left(\frac{1}{X}\right)} = 1 - \left(\frac{1}{X}\right).\]

When \(X=3\), (7) yields a value of \(1 - \frac{1}{3} = \frac{2}{3} = \frac{X^n}{T_n}\). From this we know that, when each entrant recruits three new participants, the percentage of participants at the lowest level (level \(n\)) converges to 66.7\%.

The percentage of members at the lowest two levels (\(n\) and \(n-1\)) can be found as follows:

\[(8) \frac{(X^n + X^{n-1})}{T_n} = \frac{[(X^n)(1 + \frac{1}{X})]}{T_n} = \frac{[(1 + \frac{1}{X})(X^n)]}{(X^n + X^1 + X^2 + X^3 + \cdots + X^{n-1} + X^n)}\]

Dividing the numerator and denominator of (8) by \(X^n\) and applying (7) yields

\[(9) \frac{(X^n + X^{n-1})}{T_n} = \frac{[1 + \frac{1}{X}]/[(X^n/X^n) + (X^1/X^n) + (X^2/X^n) + (X^3/X^n) + \cdots + (X^{n-1}/X^n) + (X^n/X^n)]}{[1 + \frac{1}{X}]/[(1/X^n) + (1/X^{n-1}) + (1/X^{n-2}) + (1/X^{n-3}) + \cdots + (1/X)] = 1 - (1/X^2)}\]

For \(X=3\), the percent of participants at the two lowest levels (\(n\) and \(n-1\)) is \(1 - \left(\frac{1}{9}\right) = 88.9\%\).

Extending (9) to include three levels yields:

\[(10) \frac{(X^n + X^{n-1} + X^{n-2})}{T_n} = \frac{[1 + \frac{1}{X} + 1/X^2]}{[1 - 1/X]}\]

When \(X=3\), it follows from (10) that the percent of participants in the lowest three levels will be \(1 + \frac{1}{3} + 1/9\)[1 - 1/3] = 96.3\%. Table 2 illustrates the results for \(n = 1, 2, \ldots, 20\) iterations and shows that the convergent values are achieved after six iterations, when just over 1,000 individuals have joined the scheme. Suppose, for example, that duplication is achieved for eight iterations (i.e., the founder recruits three, each level 1 participant each recruits three, and so on, until each of the 2,187 level 7 recruits each recruit three). This brings a total of 9,841 individuals into the scheme where 6,561/9,841 = 67\% of those people are at the “base,” the lowest level of the organization; (6,561+2,187)/9,841 = 88.9\% are in the lowest 2 levels of the organization; and (6,561+2,187+729)/9,841 = 96.3\% are in the lowest 3 levels of the organization.
Table C1: Scheme Growth When $X=10$ (i.e., each participant recruits 10 new members)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level (n)</th>
<th>Participants in level n</th>
<th>Total participants (level n + all levels above)</th>
<th>% of participants at base level n</th>
<th>% of participants at base +1 levels above (bottom 2 levels)</th>
<th>% of participants at base +2 levels above (bottom 3 levels)</th>
<th>% of participants at base +3 levels above (bottom 4 levels)</th>
<th>% of participants at base +4 levels above (bottom 5 levels)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>90.91%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>90.09%</td>
<td>99.1%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,111</td>
<td>90.01%</td>
<td>99.0%</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>11,111</td>
<td>90.00%</td>
<td>99.0%</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>111,111</td>
<td>90.00%</td>
<td>99.0%</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td>1,111,111</td>
<td>90.00%</td>
<td>99.0%</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>10,000,000</td>
<td>11,111,111</td>
<td>90.00%</td>
<td>99.0%</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>100,000,000</td>
<td>111,111,111</td>
<td>90.00%</td>
<td>99.0%</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1,000,000,000</td>
<td>1,111,111,111</td>
<td>90.00%</td>
<td>99.0%</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10,000,000,000</td>
<td>11,111,111,111</td>
<td>90.00%</td>
<td>99.0%</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>